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Manners can
say a lot about
an individual
Faculty columnist Phil
Schurrer believes
people should have
good manners and
respect themselves and
others | Page 4

A rise in need
for food banks
An increasing amount
of people are turning
to food banks, which in
turn is leaving the food
banks with a shortage
of food | Page 11

A new look at
the embargo
With Fidel Castro no
longer in power,
changes in the
relationship between
Cuba and the U.S. may
be underway | Page 6

Robbers on
the run again
Two robbers have
escaped from a
high-security prison in
Greece via helicopter,
for the second time

Olympic Figure Skater Scott
Hamilton won his gold medal 25
years ago, and this weekend he
celebrated that moment again
with his hometown.
Hamilton said he thought
the best way to celebrate this
landmark was where his life
and career began. So Hamilton
packed up his two young kids,
his wife and in-laws and headed
home.
"It's a thrill to bring them back
here," he said.
Hamilton was late getting into
the city because of Saturday's
snowstorm. But despite the
snow, Hamilton seemed genuinely excited to be back.
"It's a beautiful Bowling Green
afternoon and the weather is
cooperating," he said jokingly.
While the Bowling Green
native is no stranger to the wind
and snow of the area, he said his
family, who live in Tennessee,
was enjoying the climate
change.
" |Myl 5 year-old is really thinking this is cool because |qf] the
snow," he said.
Besides the snow, Hamilton
said he hoped his family would
enjoy their time here.
Hesaidhewas looking forward
to taking them around the city
and showing them everything
from where he played as a child
to his schools and the ice skating
rink. He also said he looked forward to taking his family to visit
his parents' graves and sharing
this anniversary with them in
the only way he can.
"It's going to be a beautiful
family trip," he said. "I really
want my son to know where his
dad is from."
Hamilton also shared his visit

with the College of Business
Dallas-Hamilton Center for
Entrepreneurial Leadership.
Hamilton proposed an idea
last fall to throw a gala for his
gold medal anniversary to raise
money for the center.
"It's more important now than
ever before for young people to
learn to be entrepreneurial or at
least have the skills to be able to
survive," he said. "And I'm really
proud to be a part of it."
Rodney Heiligmann, the
director of the Dallas-Hamilton
Center for Entrepreneurial
Leadership, said the connection between Hamilton and the
University can be an inspiration
to students.
"He is a really inspiring guy
who has overcome a lot," he
said.
Along with the fundraising gala, Hamilton also offered
words of wisdom to students in
the College of Business.
"Get out of debt, throw pride
right out the window, do what
ever it takes to be successful;
it doesn't matter what it is.
Remember an ego is something
developed out of an inactive
career, you have to be your best
advocate and be your best critic
... and never quit," he said.
While celebrating, Hamilton
took the opportunity to reminisce about his Olympic achievement and the moments leading
up to it. Hamilton said from the
fall of 1981 through theOlympics
in 1984 he never lost a major
competition.
The whole experience was a
"perfect storm," he said, because
his new style of skating, mixing
athleticism with artistry, was on
the rise.
"Just having that moment,
that fantasy that keeps repeating
in your brain everyday that you

STHANMAGOC

Saturday at the hotkey game and revealed to
be senior Lizzie Keller

lascots
revealed as
falcon
fanatics
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

REMINISCING: Scott Hamilton speab on his accomplishments and what it is like
coming back home to Bowling Green.

are the Olympic Gold medalist,
to have that come true is a rush of
emotion on every level," he said.
It was extraordinary, Hamilton
said, to put himself back in that
time and remember the work
that went into that moment.
"Looking back at a full head
of hair and that thin face and a
six pack [I] think, 'man this is
depressing,'" he said.
Hamilton said he also remembers after the whirlwind of the
Games had ended he found himself uncertain of what to do next
but he knew he had to find a way

to continue to change his
sport.
"In the mid-80s there
was an unbelievable sexual
discrimination in Ifigure
skatingl. Men just weren't
respected. I came out with
a chip on my shoulder. II
said! I'm broke, I have to
make a living and I have
to do something. I have to
be competitive and I have
to be innovative. 1 have to
See HAMILTON Page 2

The University's most loyal fans
lost their heads Saturday.
I'reddieand Frieda Falcon were
beheaded at Saturday's hockey
and basketball games, revealing the secret identities of the
four students behind the masks.
This year's mascots were seniors
Courtney llollister, Brendan
Carroll. Lizzie Keller and junior
Chris Schiazza.
Carroll said the experience
was one of the most rewarding of
his life. He said he loves interacting with fans and making them
laugh and smile, especially children.
"When they love you they are
all about the birds, and it's just so
much fun," he said.
It's not all laughs and smiles,
though. Carroll said he had one
tough experience in the suit
when he accidentally took two
left gloves to an away football
game.
See BEHEADING! Page 2
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Women's Bball
beats Akron
Sophomores Lauren
Prochaska and Tracy
Pontius combined for
51 points to lead the
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IT'S ME: Frieda Faicon «as beheaded

Student Wellness Network encourages healthy
body image and eating disorder awareness
By Becky Tartar
Reporter

Falcons to another

"Yoga is really nice because it draws a lot [of]
connections between different components

i7

ADELEHEUAND
Sophomore. Education
"I would sell my best
friend Lisa for hot pink
beads." | Page 4

k

Through the struggles of weight
and body image, millions of
of self, you have your emotional self, physical
Americans suffer from an eating
disorder. This week the Student
self [and] spiritual self."
Wellness Network will raise
Ashely Thompson | Senior
awareness and support those
who are struggling.
Sophomore
Colleen be given to homeless shelters in your body."
Thompson said she has seen
Fitzgibbons, SWN secretary, Toledo.
said the SWN is hosting events
"The slogan is 'Be comfortable the affects of yoga on a person's
to support National Eating in your own genes, wear jeans attitude toward their body and
Disorders Awareness Week.
that fit,'" Fitzgibbons said, "This that yoga can really help stuFitzgibbons, who struggled is for students to really think dents struggling with an eating
with an eating disorder for about their bodies and get rid of disorder.
"Eating disorders are caused
many years, said this week is an jeans they don't need anymore."
important time to educate and
Goingalong with the theme of by this skewed vision of self,"
being comfortable in one's own she said. "Yoga really helps you
raise awareness.
"I want students who are body, senior Ashley Thompson, respect your own body and what
struggling Iwith an eating dis- a certified yoga instructor, will it's capable of."
order! to know that they are not be teaching a yoga class tonight
To help educate students on
at 8 p.m. in the Union room eating disorders and the signs
alone," she said.
of an eating disorder, Dr. lane
Today through Friday, infor- 318.
mation about eating disorders
The hour-long class is open to Crandall, University dietitian,
and where to go for support will all students; the first 15 receive will be speaking Wednesday
be at the tables in the Union a free yoga mat. Thompson at 1 p.m. in the Union room
said the class will just be the 308.
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Fitzgibbons also said there basics of yoga and will also proCrandall said some of the
will be free periwinkle National vide information on ways to warning signs of eating disorEating Disorders Awareness rib- improve body image and self- ders are avoidance of eating,
isolation from others, extreme
bons for students to wear and awareness.
become active against eating
"Yoga is really nice because weight loss, preoccupation
it draws a lot |of) connections with food and denial of hundisorders.
The SWN is also organizing a between different compo- ger.
"Eating disorders are very
campaign where students can nents of self, you have your
take their old jeans and turn emotional self, physical self complex," she said. "They are
them into the front desk of their |and| spiritual self," she said.
See DISORDER | Page 2
residence halls. The jeans will "You really become aware of

READY TO PARTY: A bakony in New Orleans is fully prepared for tomorrow's Mardi Gras
celebration. Thanks to UAO. University students will have their own celebration.

UAO brings Mardi Gras party
atmosphere back to the Union
By Eric Raad
Reporter

Beads, masks, food, jugglers and
more beads.
Tomorrow from 7 to 9 p.m.
in the Union's Multipurpose
Room the University Activities
Organization will be bringing
the fun of a New Orleans Mardi
Gras to the University.
"UAO used to put on a huge
Mardi Gras event every year,
and we're trying to bring that
back," said junior Candice
Loehrke, the director of special
events.
While there won't be any alcohol served there will be plenty
of New Orleans-influenced food
for people to indulge in; foods
like: jambalaya, red beans, rice,

cajun meatballs and hush puppies.
But food isn't the only drawing
point for students.
"There will be a lot of fun with
a lot of talent from BGSU's own
students," said junior Emily
I'equignot, the assistant director
of special events.
Some of the talent that
I'equignot talked about are
jugglers, who will be teaching
people how to juggle, a henna
tattooist and a human contortionist.
Freshman Dylan Keller thinks
of craziness and parties whenever Mardi Gras is mentioned.
And as to not disappoint
this expectation of a big party
Loehrke says to expect the environment of Mardi Gras.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Copper Beech Townhomes Resident Appreciation Party!
•
•

When:
Where.
Time:

Friday, February
2057 Napoleon Rd @ the Clubhouse
ALL DAY (11am 5pm)

Take a tout- and ask about our AMA/TNi ■ spi mis ami
NEW low rat.
tartmg at $299/pehson11 For more
information, call us at 419 353 -

For Current, Future and Potential Residents
We will be supplying FREE FOOD and bev«
all ,luy to show our appreciation
Feel free to take our shuttle van1
Pick ups/drop of fs are at the Centrex Building. e\
ery 20 minutes Just look for the big silver \,\r'
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breakthrough and try to be
that guy that breaks through
and creates an audience and a
market," he said.
Hamilton created Stars On
Ice, a traveling skating exhibition that showcases skaters in
a "fun" way. He built the company from the ground up and
Stars On Ice is now in its 23rd
year. Even though Hamilton
left eight years ago he said it's
still drawing crowds.
While celebrating his past in
figure skating, Hamilton also
took the time to look at the
future of Bowling Green's ice
legacy, Alissa Czisny.
After winning the 2009
National Figure Skating
Championship, Czisnyison her
way to World Championships
in March.
"lit wasl a very proud
moment for me being from
Bowling Green and having
that connection," Hamilton
said. "She's an awesome skater
who has done everything she
needed to do in the last couple
of years to put herself in the
position to win and she did."

"I had to do the entire game
with two left hands and it was
incredibly uncomfortable," he
said. "It's one of those things
where you think everyone is
noticing."
Schiazza also said being
Freddie was a great experience. His favorite memory was
during an away game at Boise
State in Idaho. When he got
to Boise, he shopped around
and bought some potatoes,
the state vegetable of Idaho.
He took them to the game
and tossed them out to fans,
and also went in front of Boise
State's student section and
pretended to throw them on
ground and step on them.
"That probably takes the cake
for being my favorite game," he
said.
Schiazza said one of (he hardest parts about being Freddie
is the physical aspect. He said
running and jumping around
in a big falcon suit is more tiring
that it looks.
"When you do an event
you're done for the rest of the
day," he said. "I didn't realize
how hot and sweaty I was going
to get in the suit. That was kind
of a surprise for me."
Hollister said one of the hardest parts for her was simply that
being Frieda takes a lot of time.
She said it was a bigger commitment than she expected
at first, which made it hard to
keep up with the other aspects
of her life.
Hollister said she also had
a difficult moment as Frieda
when a fan actually hit her. She
was going into the stands to
interact with the crowd when
she accidentally stepped on a
man's coat, and he gave her a
shove.

10:26 A.M.
A juvenile male was arrested for burglary after he
entered a residence on East Napoleon Road and took
personal possessions.

9:44 A.M.
Complainant reported someone apparently picked up
a wooden bench on South Main Street and slammed it
down, causing it to break.

SUNDAY, FEB. 22
356 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown subject threw a
cement block at his vehicle, denting the hood and shattering the front windshield.

534 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown subject spraypainted the sink and the brick columns in the back of the
Wood County Public Library.

11:28 P.M.
Complainant reported he was assaulted by an unknown
n on his way to look at an apartment on Clough
Street. He received a cut under his right eye that
required stitches.

11:40 P.M.
Wesley Stmer. 22. of Bowling Green, was arrested for
criminal damaging after he was observed pushing over
one of the ice sculptures in front of Howard's Bar.

SATURDAY, FEB. 21
12:33 A.M.
Kyle Bums. 21. of Bowling Green, was arrested for
menacing after getting in a fight with his roommate and
punching a hole through the wall of their apartment on
Frazee Avenue.

1:06 A.M.
Eric Widmyer. 25. of Centerville. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol after he was observed carrying a can of Natural Light Beer.

2:15 A.M.
Brian Scheckeloff. 21, of Wauseon. Ohio, was cited for
criminal damaging after knocking over and breaking an
ice sculpture in front of 149 North Bar.

2:34 A.M.
Carlos Avma. 25. of Bowling Green, was arrested for
disorderly conduct and obstructing official business.
David Prescott II, 21, of Berea. Ohio, was arrested for
assault and assault on a police officer.

4:11 A.M.
Justin Happeny. 20. of Pemberville, Ohio. Brett Rahe.
24. of Pemberville. Ohio, and Thurman Lawniczak. 25.
of Northwood. Ohio, were arrested for felonious assault
and aggravated burglary after breaking into a residence
on South Church Street and assaulting one of the residents.

12:22 A.M.
Joshua Ayers. 55, of Bowling Green, was arrested for
assault after attacking a patron at 149 North Bar.

1:15 A.M.
Matthew Sherman. 20. of Ottawa. Ohio, was cited for
underage drinking after he was witnessed vomiting out
the open passenger door of a vehicle driving on East
Napoleon Road.

1:47 A.M.
Lisa Clark. 20. of Bowling Green, was cited for underage drinking and open container of alcohol after she
attempted to enter Uptown Bar with an open bottle of
UV Blue Vodka, four Natural Light beer cans and two
Bud Light beer bottles in her purse.

239 A.M.
Mark Jernigan. 19. of Springfield. Ohio, was arrested
for underage drinking, theft and criminal damaging to
property after he pushed over and broke an ice sculpture on South Mam Street. While an officer was patting
him down, three shot glasses, a tall bar glass and a metal
bar shaker from 149 North Bar were found in Jernigan's
jacket. Tyler Sampsell. 25. of Sandusky, Ohio, was cited
for criminal mischief after he was observed attempting
to push over the Ace Hardware ice sculpture or> South
Main Street.

2:43 A.M.
Todd McGee. 21, of Bowling Green, was cited for disorderly conduct after he was observed urinating in public.

2:45 A.M.
Benjamin Rumpf, 25. of Toledo, was cited for operating
a vehicle under the influence, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.

4:58 A.M.
Jan Ulinski. 19. of Pemberville. Ohio, was cited for
underage drinking

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all (actual errors. If you think an
error has been made, call The BG News at 419-3726966

DISORDER
From Page 1
caused by psychological or
personal problems like selfesteem and past personal
trauma. The way they cope is
by controlling their eating."
She said that students
who are looking for help for
either themselves or a friend
can begin at the University
Counseling Center, A person
struggling with an eating disorder should also find a person
or group of people to turn to for
support.
"The connection between
family and friends to guide a
person to get help is so important," she said. "You have to be
really careful with these types
ofindividuals."
For more information
about where to find help for
someone struggling with an
eating disorder, students can
visit the Counseling Center at
Saddlemire Student Services
in Conklin or call 419-3722081.

Visit us online at
www.bgnewscom

800-231-SNOW(7669)

Almost as exciting...
but more realistic is our FREE
HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE

"He just kind of hit me and
grumbled," I lollister said.
However, even with the
huge time commitment and a
few unfriendly fans, Hollister
said the experience was definitely worth it, and given the
option to go back in time,
she would choose again to be
Frieda.
"1 can't believe I was able to
do something like this," she
said. "It was an honor. I really
am still kind of in shock that I
was chosen."
Keller said her favorite
moment as Frieda was when
she was able to help a little
girl. The girl had fallen down,
and Keller gave her high fives
and hugs to make her feel better.
"Eventually she forgot about
being sad and hurt and I was
able to make her happy." she
said.
Keller said the hardest part
for her is simply trying to keep
her identity as Frieda a secret,
which she had to do from last
April until Saturday. She said
not telling her friends and making up excuses for being gone
was difficult.
"As soon as somebody considers that it's you they start
watching the little things," she
said. "I kind of had to isolate
myself from my friends a little
bit."
Overall, though, Keller and
the other three birds all agreed
that jumping, cheering and
flapping their wings as Freddie
and Frieda Falcon was a great
experience they wouldn't
trade.
"It was amazing," Keller said.
"It was the best experience of
my life |and| the coolest thing
I've ever done."

SkiMadRiver.com

100%FUN
Why avoid the cold when you can embrace it?
College Days at Mad River Mountain: Feb. 28 to March 1,2009.
Get 50% off a day lift ticket when you bring in your valid
student ID. February 28th come see O.C.D. rock The Loft!
Mad River Mountain, where every day is a SNOW day.

GAS (HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING)
WATER/SEWER/TRASH PICK UP
Check out our newly remodeled kitchens
with dishwashers & microwaves.

WINTHROP TERRACE &
SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road I 419-352-9135 I winthrop@gerdenich.com
wwww.winthropterrace.com

MAD RIVER8

MOUNTAIN

Spring Jam Weekend
March 7th & 8th: Pond Skimming, Ski Races, The Red Bull "Last Chair
Party", Reggae Music w/The Ark Band and other live entertainment TBAI

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

GSS speaks to local

Monday. February 25.2009 3

UOIN THE FIESTA THIS FRIDAY

Some evenu uteri from evenfcbgsuedu

8 am -10:30 p.m. ■
Dinner Theater Ticket Sales
BTSU Information Desk

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #10: "Trans

Art: Visions of Gender
Diversity"
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp
U

Greek House Director
Meeting
207 Union

9 am. - 5 p.m.
James Parlin Sculpture
The Little Gallery

12 - 1 p.m
Tunes 8 Noon
Founders

230- 5:30 p.m
Teen Center Games Part II

landlords about graduate
student housing
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter
Brent McPlierson, the general
manager of the Enclave, spoke
to the Graduate Student Senate
Friday ahout housing options.
"I've seen some of the graduate housing out there, and some
of it is suspect," McPherson
said
McPherson said he has two
buildings he could potentially set aside for graduate students only at the Enclave, an
apartment complex in Bowling
Green. He said the setup would
be good for graduate students
because it would offer them a
more studious environment
with people in their age range.
However, many GSS sena-

tors expressed concern about
throwing their support behind
the Enclave. They said they
wanted to be more open and
inclusive and didn't want to
give free advertising to one
company by recommending it
to graduate students.
Also at the meeting, GSS
President Frnmanual Guillory
brought up the Student Health
Service's new policy. Guillory
said the Health Service is now
charging for office visits, which
used to be covered under the
University's general fee. Most
senators were unaware of the
change.
"That'stheproblem/'Guillory
said. "No one knew. The word
didn't get out in the right fashion."

Teen Center

Seminar in Residence Life
Greek Leadership Class
Global Village Classroom

530-8 p.m.
Craft Night
Union Table Space

University
committee discusses
faculty compensation

Go Greek Team Meetings
318 Union

BGSUNAMI Speaker on
Mental Illness of Addiction
113 Psychology Building

9-11p.m.
Monday Night Trivia
Black Swamp Pub

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Undergraduate Student Government
rs voting on student support for the Stroh
Center at 7:50 p.m. in room 508 in the
Union
If USG votes in favor of the $56 million
arena the University will have an indication
ol student support, which is needed to
implement a student lee ol $60 a semester.
The University has received nearly $8
million from the Stroh family and another
$4 million in other private gifts. The
remaining deficit would be paid off by the
student fee. which would take effect once
the Stroh Center opens, and last for 10 to
15 years
The Stroh Center is estimated to be
complete by 2011 or 2012.

By Sean Shapiro
Reporter
On Friday the University's
new Compensation Ad-Hoc
Committee met for the third
time in the Akron area to discuss a comprehensive compensation philosophy.
The committee of four trustees has discussed more than
just faculty and staff compensation.
"The committee has many
aspects," Trustee Chair John
Harbal said. "But the primary
purpose is for the University to
come up with a comprehensive
philosophy on compensation
for faculty and staff."
So far the committee's meetings have been nothing more
than ideas, and according to
Harbal once they decide on certain guidelines more University
personnel will be brought in for
a finalization of the compensation policy.
Accordingto I larbal thecomm it tee is looki ng at not only current faculty and staff but also
setting parameters for evaluating new talent. The committee
is stressing the importance of

finding talent that aligns with
the University's goals.
"We want to fill the goal that
the talent we're looking for fills
the goals of the University."
Harbal said.
While assessing a possible
compensation philosophy the
Ad-Hoc committee has looked
at the other four corner universities and whether or not they
have compensation policies.
The four corner universities are
Miami. Akron, Ohio and Kent
State.
"We looked at what the other
four corner universities in the
state have done," Harbal said of
the process.
Harbal said the creation of
the committee had nothing
to do with the current economy and was set up because
there wasn't a clearly designed
compensation aspect of the
University.
In addition the committee
didn't have a role in determining President Cartwright's salary since the compensation
policy has yet to be set up.
Thecommittee plans to meet
again, at a time yet to be determined.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

'Hi BC.MVfi

FIESTA FRIDAY: President and vice president ol Spanish Club Warren Straley and Adam Zavekll painted an advertisement onto the
windows ol the pub in the Student Union They are advertising for the fiesta Friday" event from 8-11 p.m.

Professor embraces East-West philosophy
By LeighAnne Manwarran
U-wi,o

"Over time, though,

University of Oklahoma sociology professor Tom Burns has
studied more than 1(1 different
forms of martial arts, earning
two black belts and using lessons he learned through them
to lead a balanced life.
With a box of tea in hand. Hunts
offers some to his visitors, centers
himself and takes deep, relaxing
breaths between thoughts.
"Whenever I started martial
arts, I quickly was introduced
to other types and meditation,"
Bums said. "I believe the same
thing of what the [philosopher
Rdmundl llusserl said, in that
most people are after many of
the same things that people who
practice meditation the world
over have experienced: peace."
A professor at Oil since 2001,
Burns said his interest in his
courses has evolved out of the
different philosophies behind
martial arts and meditation.
i i ii 11si iig from a young age
Burns said he was a hyperactivechild. so hisparentscn rolled
him in a martial arts class to
help him release energy.
"As a child, I got In a little
trouble here and there and my
parents did not know the difference between karate and the
other marital arts, so I ended
up learning the Korean Tang Su
Do." Burns said.
Burns enjoyed it so much
he decided to expand to other
martial arts and, along the way,
discovered meditation.
While he was learning
other martial arts, his master
Keyoung Kim told him to start

I realized that peace
comes within a person
instead of without."
I n Burns|Socologyprc
by sitting or standing still and
centering, liver since, Burns has
believed that martial arts and
meditation go together.
"At first, it was excruciating,
not physically but emotionally,"
he said. "Over time, though, I
realized that peace comes within a person instead of without.''
Burns now has two black belts
in Ilapkido and Tae Kwon Do, a
red belt in Sambo lui litsu and
is a senior student in Tai Chi.
During his free lime, he practices Aikido and Tai Chi with
Nick Lowry at Windsong Dojo
in Oklahoma City.
"IBumsl was very avid in
learning new martial arts and
is very friendly, positive and
helpful in class," l.ovvry said.
"I know he is very busy, but I
can tell he wanted to train more
than he has time for."
Martial arts influences sociology
In graduate school Burns
began Tai Chi Chuan, a peaceful art form that focuses as
much on health and spirituality
as it does physicality.
Bums said his interest in martial arts gave him an appreciation
and interest for world religions,
especialh Fastern religions.
"I appreciate other world rcligionsand I think that is because
[Confucianism I, Buddhism

and Daoism heavily influence
martial arts," he said. "I found it
really interesting how the philosophies of the East and West
complement each other."
U hen Hums is not teaching,
practicing martial arts or meditating, he can be found writing
haikus. His current project is
based on 1 lomer's "Oedipus."
He said he wanted to write on
the subject because he wanted
to depict a Western subject in
an I astern form.
Burns' appreciation of the
philosophy of martial arts
influenced his decision to go
into sociology.
"|The philosophy of meditationl is to stay balanced and
centered: it is true about ourselves to the smallest of cells
and it is also true of our social
systems," Burns said. "If we are
not balanced or centered, our
bodies become sick; so do our
social systems."
I 're class meditation
Burns tries to meditate daily,
sometimes sneaking in quick
sessions between classes.
"Every time before class,
during my 10-second walk, I
do a little Quan Khi Do to get
myself centered and focus my
energy, allowing me to focus on
the energy of the students and
reflect it back to them," he said.
Some students think Burns
brings a different kind of energy
to the learning environment.
"|Burns| is a great professor.
Most of the time, when he walks
into class, he is excited about
the day and what he's going
to lecture about," said Ashley
Thompson, civil engineering
junior.

February SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate

You open the paper everyday, what
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"It's more important now than ever before for young people to learn
to be entrepreneurial or at least have the skills to be able to survive."
- Scott Hamilton. Olympic gold medalist [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET' What would you do for MardiGras beads?
"Give someone a

"I'd gel an awful

"For green beads. I'd

"I

hug."

tattoo."

do anything."

lor pink beads.

WOL:U

sell my soul

*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

SAMANTHA BARNES.
Freshman.
English Education

Sophomore.
Psychology

Stroh Center vote is

As (i senior, I have heard
many Undergraduate Student
Government candidates talk
about how they warn to change
ihe University often, nothing eve
it'ally happens once we elect someone to a position Now there is a
great opportunity fbi USGtoacui
ally change the face of BG
prevented by the Stroh Center, list; is
supposed to vote on whether or not
to support a StiO student fee K) help
pay for its construction,
\sit Iscurrentjj being marketed
the Stroh Center will lx' the new
laic of (he University and its athletics, It will lie a gateway to the
llniversityasuellastheromiiHinitv

Supposedly it will attract concerts,
convention and sporting events to
campus, \n\ student who has ever
been in Anderson Anna realizes
how dated the building is. We need
a new arena I towever, f is<; and the
student body should not sell themselves on what the administration
is pushing
list, should use this \ote for the
Stroll (inter as ;i negotiating tool
to have the building constructed
in the most beneficial way to the
rutiuvof the University. 11st. should
demand the building lx' carbonneutral in exchange rbi student
support
A carbon-neutral building will lx'
an excellent way to tell die community and potential students tli.it
not only do we care about you. but
we care about your children and
your children's children, ihe Stroll

( enter i~ being touted as the future
,uxl new direction of the University
wbat better way to show the aiea
than with a green building for the
future? Is there a bet ter ivay to si it Ml
the community you care about
them than by helping keep the
air people breathe and the water
people drink clean and pun' lor die

next generation?
Ihe administration of the
University, as well as the athletic
department, an' going to argue
building a carlxin-neuttal building
isgoingtolx'KX)expensive. Hut the
question becomes, wiio would lx'
paying for cost overruns even if it
was huili in the proposed fashion?
ihe answer is the students, so why
not build something the students
want in the first place?
1 laving it gntn building was discussed initially for die new Wolfe
(enter, but because of cost the idea
was scrapped lb my knowledge,
students wen' never really asked
if dlis is something they wanted.
Everyone I have talked to about
making the Stroh (inter a carbonneutral building has thought it was
a gixxl idea and would support it.
I \rry veai I hear candidates for
USCJ talk about how they want
to leave an impression on the
University, blaze new trails and
make student life Ixtter. Most often
the status quo is what we gel. ibis
I IS( i has an opportunity to actually
leave something to show they haw
Ixt'ii henv
Lets not waste the opportunity
by nibberstamping this because
the administration wants you to.
let's get somedliiig for Ulis vote.
II they play it correctly, this USG
administration could actually leave
a lasting impression on campus.
they could blaze a new trail in bow
new buildings on campus tin1 built.
Set the precedent, lx' the first
ones to say being cartxin-neutral is
something the student body wants.
Ihis is the best trail you could leave
for the futtirt' of the University.
Sometimes, the best trail you can
leave saying you've been some
place is leaving no trail at all.

rts/x»«/ u> Benjamin at
llieneu's&'bgiieiiv.coin

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews com.

WALKING IS STILL HONEST'

CHANGE,
SUBJECT-'

a chance for USG to
make a difference
BENJAMIN PUSHKA OUL-STCOLUMNISI

LISA CLARK.
Sophomore.
Speech Pathology

TIM LITTERIO.
Freshman.
Accounting

BOB CHALMERS.

EVEPfW Else WA<; THiNtirvjCr
it, I "WST SAID IT.

KEITH PAKIZ I IHE BG NEWS

Being good mannered involves more
than just saying 'please' and 'thank you'
tioned. /Ml of us have experienced
die unpleasantness of being widi
a foul-mouthed boor and wished
he or she would leave the vicinity
lif not the planet).
Fanaticism is another trademark of diose who have |xx>r or
no manners. Those who repeatedly harp on the same topic show
litde, if any, consideration for die
rest of us who may have no choice
but to listen to the rant. Churchill
described a fanatic as "one who
cannot change his mind and who
will not change die subject."
Grade speech is another cue
regarding die presence or absence
of good manners. There are tens
of diousands of words in the
English language. Why is it that
some seem to repeat the same
limited, foul vocabulary? It used
to IXNI sign of poor education, but
in die past few generations, die
language ()f 'be street has invaded
the campus.
ihose who eschew cntde language understand it has everything to do with possessing a functional vocabulary and knowing
how to use it. There are those who
feel embarrassed or squeamish

It used to be said one of die best
signs of an educated or well-bred
person was his or her use of gtxxl

manners,
More than of just the "please"
and "thank you" variety, gtxxl
manners are at the core of how we
Wat each other, ihe way we treat
others is a gcxxi indication of how
we feel about others and, by extension, how we feel about ourselves.
Good manners have absolutely
nothing to do with Ixing weak or
Obsequious. As a matter of fact,
they convey strength, respect,
restraint and maturity. As Eric
I loiter once slid. "Kudencss is die
weak man's imitation of strengdi."
A lack of respect for ourselves
and others and a lack of manners tend to go hand in hand.
Ihen' an' diose who will call for
free speech at Ihe drop of a hat,
but tend to grow silent when its
twin, responsible speech, is men-

about being within earshot of foul
language. A respectful, well-mannered person knows and understands this and gtxxl manners will
make itself known by using the
proper non-offensive word.
ihen' tiiso seems to lx? a growing lack of verbal privacy. 1 loneslly,
what I do in my bedroom is my
own business, and gtxxl manners
insist I honor your privacy in that
regard. By die same token, I don't
want or need to know of your private activities.
There are tilings that do not
need to be mentioned in conversation.iherearethosc who are sick
of having the sexual orientations
of others and themselves being
shoved in their face and bandied
about as though it were the latest
basketball score or weather report.
We are becoming increasingly fed
up with die subject even being
broached. I do not need to know
such things, and I do not intend to
discuss them.
VAfc all want to exercise the right
of privacy. We should begin with
respecting our own and the feelings of others about their own
zone of privacy.

Actions speak louder than
words, we arc told, and some
actions can speak volumes, for
gtxxl or ill. It's nice to see people
holding a door open for those
behind them. It's a small gesture,
but it sends quite a clear message,
leading by good example is most
powerful.
Spitting on the sidewalk, crude
comments and other insulting
tilings have no place among educated men and women, ihis does
not mean certain subjects are off
limits for academic inquiry. It does
mean they should be handled just
as we ourselves would like to be
handled — in a mature, respectful

manner.
Good manners consist of words,
actions and general deportment.
They enable us to give the benefit
of die doubt to their practitioners,
even if we might take issue widi
their viewpoint on a particular
topic. Good manners are the lubricant which oils the wheels and
reduces die friction of society.

Respond to Pliil at
thenauGbgneu&am

an't find an internship? You could just purchase one
ByRidxJIcBusot

Parents, students and others gladly
pay thousands of dollars in collige tuition to ensure a financially
sound existence after graduation.
Ihe American dream is founded
Cfl the ideal that if a person works
hanl enough, he or shei an achieve
anything A student must spend
countless hours studying network
like rra/y, land a few internships
along the way, complete a degree
and then maybe with some luck
a job offer will appear. Persevere,
we're told, and it'll pay off Hut what
if no matter how much effort you

put into your aspirations, tliero
were |xi>pk' out there without the
grades, ambition or skills who could
still snatch up opportunities you
deserve?
Turns out there's a fast track
wboe some students get to skip
over all dw aches and |iains, but
still achieve the goals of their more
dedicated peers.
Starting-level jobs achieved
through internships are a common
Itimi ol employment for fresh graduates. Itir most of us, achieving our
dream jobs will require a combination of experience, persona] zest for

a subject and a decent GPA. Pretty
soon "a few extra thousand dollars"

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

"Rather than applying for an internship position
the old-fashioned way, ritzy parents now have
the option of buying their child an internship at
auctions across the United States."
may be added to diat list
In hbr article "Internships Icir
Stile" in the Wall Street loumal. Hlen
(lametman exposed the disturbing
tactic some are using to get ahead.
Rams than applying for an intemshipixisitiontherild-fashionedway,
ritzy parents now have da' option
of buying their child an internship
at auctions across die United
States. Of course these auctions
are usually found at only the
most elite universities and high
schtxxs. These parents are will-

ing to spend ridiculous amounts of
money, lor example, a one-week
internship at Electronic Arts sold
for a whopping $4,000 during an
auction at the Urban School of San
l-'rancisco. This is an absolutely
unfair advantage.
Sadly, auctions are just the
beginning Timothy Noah of Slate
magazine writes in his article
"()pportunity for Side" that organizations like University of Dreams
will guarantee an internship — for
a pike, Of course, University of

Dreams says students are simply paving a "tuition fee" ranging
from $5,000 to 510,000. ihat's not
far from die cost of in-state tuition
for a semester at the University of
Kansas. As if those who can afford to
buy internships aren't already benefiting from dieir financial stability
(i.e., affording the best universities,
tutors and housing).
Widi the current economic situation, many students are feeling the
pressure to ensure jobs after graduation. Terrified at the thought of
another summer without an internship, desperate students may do
whatever it takes to build a resume
and eventually land a job, even if it
means forking out some extra cash.
Gompanies taking advantage of
snidents' desires to succeed by selling internships is just wrong
I thought the point of an intern-

ship wastogivestudentsexperience
that would assist them when establishing a career — not put them
deeper in debt. 1 can't imagine bow
these companies justify exploiting
an adolescent's goals.
But the students are at fault, too.
After all, what is die point of spending so much money to attend college if you still have to buy your
way into the work world? I also can't
help hut wonder how much respect
interns who got their positions via
mommy and daddy's money would
have if their peers were aware of
dieir situation.
If you can't land an internship on
your own, maybe you shoukl reevaluate your dedication to school
and your major — not take opportunities away from qualified individuals or encourage dishonorable
companies.
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Gas explosion proves to be Chinas

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

2

deadliest mine disaster in over a year
By Grag Baker and Gillian Wong
The Associated Press

GUJ1AO. China — Rescuers
wearing headlamps and oxygen backpacks carried dozens of
miners lo safely yesterday after
a gas explosion at a coal mine
in northern China killed at least
74.
The blast at the mine, which
had for years boasted an exemplary safety record, highlighted
the perilous conditions that
make China's mining industry
the deadliest in the world.
Survivors described how
they tried to flee along tunnels
to escape the choking carbon
monoxide, but were overcome
by the fumes.
"When it happened, I felt a big
gust of wind that blew me over,"
a miner with tubes coming out
of his nose told state broadcaster
CCTV from his hospital bed. "I
got up and started running to try
to get to the surface. After that I
don't know what happened." I lis
name was not given.
The official Xinhua News
Agency said 436 miners were in
the Tunlan Coal Mine in Gujiao
city near Taiyuan, the capital of
Shanxi province, when the predawn blast occurred.
At least 74 miners died and
114 others were hospitalized,
including six in critical condition, Xinhua said, making it
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AP PHOTO
HELPING OUT: Rescue workers walk out from the Tunlan Coal Mine in Gujiao. in China's
Shanxi province yesterday A gas explosion ripped through a coal mine in northern China.

China's deadliest mine disaster
in more than a year.
All the miners who had been
trapped underground were
found by late yesterday, Xinhua
said, citing the rescue headquarters. It was not clear if all
the bodies had been recovered.
Onesurvivor.XucHuancheng,
told Xinhua from his hospital
bed that he remembered being
ordered to flee because the
ventilation system had broken
down.
"Power supply underground
was cut off and we had to walk,"
he said.
Even though he was using an
oxygen ta n k to help h i in breat he,
Xue said he fainted after walking
for 40 minutes, just as he neared
the exit. Me awoke two hours

later in a hospital.
Most of the injured miners
were suffering from carbon
monoxide poisoning, Xinhua
said, citing doctors. Exposure to
carbon monoxide, an odorless,
colorless gas, can cause headaches, dizziness, nausea and
may lead to death.
The mine is owned by Shanxi
Coking Coal Group, China's
largest producer of coking coal,
which is used in the production of steel. The company said
it is the world's second-largest coking coal producer, with
sales revenues that topped 37
billion yuan ($5.4 billion) in
2007. Xinhua said it operated 28
mines.
Xinhua said TunlanCoal Mine
had among the best facilities of

any mine in China and that no
major accidents had occurred
there in five years. The mine
produces T> million tons of cok
ing coal a year.
AStateAdministrationofWork
Safety duty officer who would
give only her surname, Zhang,
said the cause of the explosion
was being investigated.
Rescuers with backpacks
attached to breathing equipment and wearing red helmets
with headlamps, their faces
blackened from the mine,
emerged above ground from an
elevator to the pit and carried
miners on stretchers to waiting
ambulances. Some 80 rescuers
were deployed, Xinhua said.
The death toll was the highest from a coal mine accident
in China since December 2007,
when gas exploded in an unventilated tunnel in Linfen city, also
in Shanxi province, killing 105
miners, according to the State
Administration of Work Safety.
Beijing has promised for years
to improve mine safety, but
energy-hungry China depends
on coal for most of its power.
More than 1,000 dangerous
small mines were closed last
year, but China's mining industry remains the world's deadliest. About 3,200 people died in
coal mine accidents last year,
a 15 percent decline from the
previous year.
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Anti-aircraft fire stops rebel attack
from taking out airforce headquarters
By Krishan Francis
The Associated Press

PETROS GIANNAKOURIS

AP PHOTO

AT THE SCENE OF ESCAPE: A police officer stands outside Athens' high-security Korydallos prison yesterday. Convicted robbers Vassilis
PaJeokostas and Alket Rieaj escaped using a commandeered helicopter that picked them up from the prison courtyard.

Pair of robbers escape from the
same prison for a second time
By D.m.tris Ncllas
The Associated Press

ATHENS, Greece — For the
second time in their lives, two
robbers escaped from a highsecurity Greek prison yesterday
by scaling a rope ladder to a
hovering helicopter, authorities
said. The escape came amid a
gunbattle with guards.
Vassilis Paleokostas, 42, and
Alket Rizaj, 34, were picked up
by a helicopter t hat flew over t he
courtyard of Athens' Korydallos
prison yesterday afternoon.
The inmates climbed a ladder
thrown to them by a woman
passenger, the Ministry of
justice said.
Guards on the ground opened
fire and the woman fired back
with an automatic rifle, authorities said. No injuries were reported. Paleokostas and Rizaj escaped

from the same prison in the same
manner only three years ago.
Later yesterday, an elderly
couple found the helicopter
abandoned near a highway
north of Athens, police said. The
pilot was bound, gagged and had
a hood over his head. He told
police the helicopter was chartered by a couple who said they
wanted to go from the town of
Itea in central Greece to Athens.
The couple had chartered the
helicopter a number of times in
the previous weeks.
Residents gave conflicting
reports about the number of
vehicles that sped away from the
helicopter's landing site, police
said. Police helicopters were
scouring the vicinity for any sign
of the escaped convicts.
Authorities had at first feared
that up to four people might have
escaped, but a second count of

the prison's inmates confirmed
that only two were missing.
Paleokostas and Rizaj were to
appear beforea magistrate today
in connection with their previous escape by helicopter on June
4,2006. That operation had been
masterminded by Paleokostas'
elder brother Nikos, himself a
convicted criminal who escaped
from the same prison in 1990
during a mass breakout.
The elder Paleokostas was
recaptured by authorities in
September 2006 and is still in
jail. He has been convicted of 16
bank robberies.
Rizaj, an Albanian immigrant, was also recaptured in
September 2006, while Vassilis
Paleokostas was apprehended in
August 2008. Both men are considered criminals rather than
those who commit violence to
support political motives.

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka—A rebel
kamikaze attack on Sri Lanka's
capital could have destroyed
the air force but didn't because
the two explosives-packed
planes were shot down before
reaching their targets, the government said yesterday.
The defiant air raid Friday
night showed the Tamil Tiger
rebels retained the abil
ity to launch paralyzing attacks
across the country even with
their ground forces under siege
in a small patch of territory in
the northeast.
The attacks targeted the
national air force headquarters
and an air base, government
authorities said.
"If they (the attacks] really
worked, there wouldn't have
been an air force," government spokesman Keheliya
Rambukwella told reporters.
The two planes were hit by
anti-aircraft fire. One crashed
into a tax office building near
the air force headquarters and
exploded, while the second
plane was downed near the air
force base north of Colombo,
authorities said, lour people
died, including the two pilots.
Air
force
spokesman
Wing Commander lanaka
Nanayakkara said one of the
planes was loaded with about
264 pounds (210 kilograms) of
explosives, but the pilot could
not detonate it because he had
lost a hand to anti-aircraft fire.
In the northern war front,
the government has taken
or destroyed about 90 per-

KEEPING THE PEACE: An armed Sri Lankan soldier on a bicycle stands guard as a
civilian walks past in Colombo. Sri Lanka, yesterday

cent of the rebels' facilities,
Rambukwella said. The military says it has captured rebel
bomb factories, submarines,
diving equipment and large
amounts of weapons.
Rambukwella said the two
rebel aircraft destroyed Friday
night are believed to be the last
in the insurgents'tiny air wing.
"It's a great victory against
terrorism." he said.
However, the government
had also said two weeks earlier
that it had disabled the rebels'
air capability, making Friday's

air raid an embarrassment
Meanwhile, a pro-rebel Web
site published a letter reportedly written by one of the suicide pilots before he set off on
the mission. It called on ethnic
Tamil youths to join the Tigers
in their fight for an independent
state for the ethnic minority.
"We have enough arma-

ments. We urgently need manpower," pilot I. Rooban wrote.
according to the TamilNel site.
"While we march with explosives inside the lion's den. let's
show the strength of Tamil
people. 1 have never dreamed
of wasting one's precious life."
he wrote. "However, I feel
privileged and proud that I can
become a Black Tiger to earn
respect for my people and my
homeland."
Rebel suicide bombers
known as Black Tigers have
carried out hundreds of attacks
against political, military and
economic targets since the civil
war began in 1983.
Morethan 70,000people have
been killed in the fighting.
Also yesterday, the military
said the number of civilians
killed by suspected rebels in an
attack on an ethnic Sinhalese
village Saturday had risen to 14.

Islanders protest against France and its control over Guadeloupe's economy
By Jonathan M. Kati and
DanicaColo
The Associated Press

POINTE-A-PITRE, Guadeloupe
— Protests that have nearly shut
down the French Caribbean
islands of Guadeloupe and
Martinique are not just about
demands for lower prices and
higher wages: For demonstrators they are no less than a battle
against the vestiges of slavery.
Afro-Caribbean islanders —
most of whose forbears toiled
in the sugarcane fields under
the yoke of slavery more than
160 years ago — not only resent
France's handling of the global economic crisis, they have
long resented that slaveholders'
descendants control the economy on both islands.
They also suspect that businesses earn too high a profit
on goods, most of whicn are
imported.

"They've got the money, they've got
the power, they've got Guadeloupe.
This is not a race thing. It is a money thing
and it is a power thing."
Lollia Naily | Protestor
This resentment against
slaveholder
descendants,
known as bekes has lent an
especially sharp edge to weeks
of demonstrations that at times
have erupted in gunfire, arson,
looting, and the death of one
activist in Guadeloupe.
"They've got the money,
they've got the power, they've
got Guadeloupe," snapped protester Lollia Naily. "This is not
a race thing. It is a money thing
and it is a power thing."
Protesters in Martinique also
have rejected the bekes, with
frequent chants of "Martinique

is ours, not theirs!" Bekes own
most industries in Martinique
— but represent only about 1
percent of the island's 401,000
residents.
Deep economic and social
disparities divide France
from its overseas possessions:
Unemployment in Guadeloupe
is about 23 percent, compared
with 8 percent on mainland
France, and 12 percent of islanders live in poverty, compared
with 6 percent of mainlanders,
according to the most recent
statistics.
The conflict extends beyond

the Caribbean: Islanders living
in mainland France are relegated to low-level jobs and are
absent from senior positions
in business, the military and
government, revealing a "color
fracture in French society,"
said Patrick I.ozes, head of the
Representative Council of Black
Associations.
Islanders demand that
France treat them as equals
— wherever they are living
— and question why food is
more expensive here than on
the mainland.
"My ID says I'm French," said
28-year-old Philippe Delag.
"Guadeloupe is part of France."
The island certainly looks
the part: French flags fly from
government buildings, and tiny
Citroens and Peugeots whiz
along well-maintained highways. Residents switch easily
from Creole to French in conversations.

RAMON ISP1M0M ' APPH010
AFTERMATH: People attend the funeral of union representative Jacques Brno, killed durmcj
riots in Pointe-a-Pitre. French Caribbean island of Guadeloupe. Saturday. Feb. 21.2009
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"It's more important now than ever before for young people to learn
to be entrepreneurial or at least have the skills to be able to survive."
- Scott Hamilton, Olympic gold medalist [see story, pg. 1].
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' What would you do for Mardi Gras beads?
"Give someone a

"I'd get an awful

"For green beads. I'd

hug.

tattoo.

do anything"

"1 would sell my soul
(or pink beads."
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VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
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Stroh Center vote is
a chance for USG to
make a difference
BENJAMIN PUSHKA
\- .i
many

senior, I have heard
Undergraduate Student
111 n-m
candidates
talk
about IIIM tlu'\ want to change
the University. Often, nothing evei
cilh happensoncevw elect some
one to .i position Now then- is ,i
greatopportunity foi USCitoactu,ill\ change the face ol BCi
pn
-ontwl in rlieStroh! enter. USG is
supposed to voti onwhethei or not
to sup|x>n .i S60 student fee ii i help
instruction.
V-it iscurrentl) being marketed,
ii. sir h i nun will IK- the new
laci HI the University and its athletics li will be ,i gatewav to die
;lnnriMl\,i-\ivll.isihi'ininimiMiiy
Sopposedh it will attract concerts
conventions and sporting events to
campus \n\ student whohascvci
realizes
how dated die building is. We need
irena.lhKvever.USCiandthe
student body should not sell themselves on uh.it the administration
is pushing
should use this vote for the
Stroh (enter, .i- a negotiating tool
HI liave the building constructed
in the most benclK ial waj to the
futureoi the I Iniversiry, 11st, should
demand the building lie carbonneutral in exchange leu student
support.
nHI neutralbuildingwiUbe
an excelleni way to tell the community and potential students thai
iint oiih do wvcareaboul you Inn
1
about your children and
uur children's children. I he Stroh
■ enter is being touted as ihe future
,UHJ new direction of die Unhersity:
.ih.it better way to show die area
than with .i green building for the
luture?Isthereabettei way to show
the community you care about
them than by helping keep the
,iir (XTiplr breathe and the water
people drink dean and purefoi the

next generation?
Ihe administration of the
University, .is well .is the athletic
department, are ijriiii!; to argue
building a carbon neutral building
is going to be too expensive. But the
question becomes, who would lie
paying foi cost overruns even it u
ill in the proposed fashion?
Hn answer is the students, so why
urn build something the students
wain in die first place?
Having a green building was dis
t usscd initially for the new Wolfe
Center, bin because of cost the idea
was scrapped. In my knowledge
students were nevei really .iskcd
il this is something they wanted
I veryonc I have talked to about
making the Stroll Centei a carbonneutral building has thought it was
,i good idea and would Mipixm it.
i ui\ year I hear candidates for
I IS* i talk about how they want
in leave an Impression on the
University, blaze new trails and
make student life better. Most often
the status quo is whai we get Ihis
list I has an opportunity roactuaOj
leave something to show they have
been here.
Lets not waste the opportunity
in rubberstamping this because
the administration wants you to
let's gel something for this vote,
II they |ila\ it correctly, this UM ,
administration could actually leave
a lasting impression on campus.
lhe\ could blaze a new trail in how
new buildings on campus are built
Set the precedent, Ix- the first
ones to say being carbon neutral is
sr imething the student IXKIV wants.
rhis is the best trail you could leave
for the inline of the University.
Sometimes, the IXM trail you can
leave saying you've been some
place is leaving no trail at all

Respond la Benjamin al
titenewSSbg/KUSjCOin

LISA CLARK.
Sophomore.
Speech Pathology

TIM LITTERIO.
Freshman.
Accounting

BOB CHALMERS.
Sophomore.
Psychology

SAMANTHA BARNES.

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

WALKING IS STILL HONEST'

CHANGE,
SUBJECT.'

EvfpfWY ELSE WAS: THMswtr
IT, I "Jv)ST SAID ir.

■>*

KEITH PAKIZ

THE HG NEWS

Being good mannered involves more
than just saying please' and 'thank you'
tioned. All of us have experienced
the unpleasantness of Ix'ing with
a foul-mouthed Ixxir and wished
he or she would leave the vicinity

(if not the planet).
It used in Ix- said one of the best
signs of an educated or well-bred
person was his or her use of good
manners.
More than nl just the "please"
and "thank you" variety, guild
manners are at the core of how we
treat each other, I he way we treat
others is a good indication of how
we tcclahtnil others and. In extension, how we feel about ourselves,
(KKKI manners have absolutely
nothing in do with being weak or
obsequious. As a matter nl fact
they convey strength, respect,
restraint and maturity. As Eric
I loller OIK e said. "Rudeness is the
weak mans imitation of strength.''
\ lack oi respect for ourselves
and Others and a laek ul man
neis lend to go hand in hand
I here are those who will call for
lice speech at ihe drop ol a hat,
hut tend to glow silent when its

twin, responsible speech, is men-

fanaticism is another trademark of those who have poor or
no milliners. Those who repeat
edly harp on ihe same topic show
liiiie. if any. consideration lin Ihe
rest of us who may have no choice
but to listen to the rani. Churchill
described a fanatic as "one who
cannot change his mind and who
will not change the subject''
Crude speech is another cue
regarding the presence or absence
of gocxl manners, [here are tens
of thousands ol winds in the
English language. Why is it thai
some seem to repeat die same
limited, foul vocabulary? Ii used
to be a sign of poor education, bui
in the pas) lew generations, the
language nl the street has invaded

the campus
I hose who eschew crude language understand it has every
thing (odd vvilh|xisscssingalunc
liniial vocabulary and knowing
hiiw in use it. [here are those who
feel embarrassed or squeamish

Actions speak louder than
words, we are told, and some

about being within earshot of foul
language \ respectful, well-mannered person knows and understands this and good manners will
make itself known by using the
proper nun iillensivevvord.

actions can speak volumes, for
grxid or ill. It's nice to see people
holding a door open lor those
liehiiul them. It's a small gesture,
but il sends quite a clear message,
leading by go<xl example is most

There also seems to be a grow
inglackol verbal privacy. I lonestfy,
what I do in my bedroom is my
own business, and good manners
insist I honor your privacy in that
regard. Itv the same token, I don't
want or need to know ol your private activities.
There are things that do not
need to Ix' mentioned in conversation. iherearelhnsevvhoaresh k
nl having the sexual orientations
of others and themselves being
shoved in their face and bandied
about as though it wen' Ihe latest
basketball score or weather report
We are becoming increasingly led
u|i with ihe subject even Ix-ing
broached. I do not need to know
such things, and I do in it intend lo

powerful.
Spitting on die sidewalk, crude
comments and other insulting
things have no place among edu
catcd men and women. Iliis di ics
not mean certain subjects are oft'
limits for academic inquiry. It d<x.'s
mean Ihey should lie handled just
as we ourselves would like to be
handled — in a mature, respectful
manner.
Good manners consist of words,
actions and general deportment
They enable us to give the benefit
of the doubt to their practitioners,
even il we might lake issue with
their viewpoint on a particular
topic Good manners are the lubricant which oils the wheels and
reduces the friction of society.

discuss them,
We all waul In exen ise ihe
of privacy We should begin
respecting our own and the
ings of others about their

right
with
feelown

Respond to Phil al
tiieneus9bgneus.com

zone of privacy

an't find an internship7 You could just purchase one
Bv Rid.* B,i

Parents, students and others gladfy
pay thousands ol dollars in col
lition in ensure a financially
sound existence aitei graduation.
Ihe American dream is founded
on ihe ideal that il a |iersnn works
haul enough, he Ol she ran achieve
anything \ student must s|xiid
countless hours studying network
like crazy, land a few Internships
along the ivav. complete a degree
mil then maybe with some kick
i lull nilei will appear. Persevere
.veil' told, and it'll payoff, hill what
il no mallet how much ellort you

pin into youi aspirations, there
were people oul there without tile
grades, ambition or skills who could
still snatch up opportunities you
deserve?
I urns out there's a lasi track
where some students get to skip
nver all the aches and pains, hul
still achieve the goals nl their more
dedicated peers,
starting level |nlis achieved
through internships are a common
form of employment for flesh graduates. For most ol us, achieving our
dream jobs will require a airnbination of experience, personal A si for
a Subject and a decent GPA. Pretty
soon "a lew extra thousand dollars"

SPEAK YOUR MIND
' -'thing you want I
Her-

..olumn or news story?
rrets to the editor:

■ E-mail us at t fie news'"-*'bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Cent ■ Call
6966
■
n io to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
•n guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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"Rather than applying for an internship position
the old-fashioned way, ritzy parents now have
the option of buying their child an internship at
auctions across the United States."
inav be added to that list.
In her article Internships I m

ing lo spend ridiculous amounts of

Sale" in the Wall Street Journal l-Jlen
Gamerman exposed die disturbing

internship at l-lcctronic Ails sold
for a whopping S-l.OOU during an
auction at the I lilian School of San
I randsco, This is an absolutely
unfair advantage.
Sadly, auctions are just the
beginning Timothy Noah ol slate
magazine writes In his article
"()p|Kirtunity lot Sale'' that organizations like University ol Dreams
will guarantee an internship
for
a price. Of course. University of

tactic some an- using to get ahead.
Rather than applying for tin internship |xisilion the old fashioned » av.
rit/v patents now have ihe option
of huying llx'ir child an internship
at auctions across Ihe United
Slates. (M course these auctions
ale usually found al only the
most elite universities and high
schools. These parents an1 will-

money lor example, a one week

Dreams says students are simply paving a "tuition fee" ranging
from $5000 to $10000. [hats not
far from the cost ol in state tuition
lor a semester at the University of
Kansas. As il 'those win i can alii nd K i
buy internships areril already beneiiting from their financial stability
iie„ affording the best universities,
tutors and housing).
With the current economic situation, many students are reeling the
pressure to ensure jobs after graduation Terrified at the thought of
anulhersuiiimei without an internship, desperate students may do
whatever il takes to build a resume
and eventual) land a joh, even il it
means linking oul some extra cash.
Companies taking advantage of
students' desires to succeed by selling internships is just wrong,
I thoughl the point of an inlcni

shipvvastogive students expiTience
that would assisi them when establishing ti career — not put diem
dee|H'i ill debt. I can't imagine how
these companies justify exploiting
anadolcsccnl'sgoals.
Hut the students are at fault too
After al, what is the ixiiut of spending so much money to attend college if you still have to buy your
way into tile work world? I also can't
help but wonder how much n-spect
interns who got their positions via
mommy aiid daddy's money would
have if their peers were aware of
their situation.
If you can't land an internship on
your own, maybe you should re
evaluate your dedication to school
and your major — not take opportunities away from qualified individuals or encourage dishonorable

companies.
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Gas explosion proves to be China's
deadliest mine disaster in over a year
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any mine in China and thai no
major accidents had occurred

By Greg Baker and Gillian Wong
The Associated Press
GUJIAO, China — Rescuers
wearing headlamps and oxygen backpacks carried dozens of
miners to safely yesterday alter
a gas explosion at a coal mine
in northern China killed al least
74.
The blast at the mine, which
had for years boasted an exemplary safety record, highlighted
the perilous conditions thai
make China's mining industry
the deadliest in the world.
Survivors described how
they tried to flee along tunnels
to escape the choking carbon
monoxide, but were overcome
by the fumes.
"When it happened, I felt a big
gust of wind that blew me over.''
a miner with tubes coming out
of his nose told state broadcaster
CCTV from his hospital bed. "I
got up and started running to I ry
to gel to the surface. Alter that I
don't know-what happened." 11 is
name was not given.
The official Xinhua News
Agency said 436 miners were in
the Tunlan Coal Mine in Gujiao
city neari'aiyuan. the capital of
Shanxi province, when the predawn blast occurred.
At least 74 miners died and
114 others were hospitalized,
including six in critical condition, Xinhua said, making it

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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HELPING OUT: Rescue worlds wall out from the Tunlan Coal Mine in Gu|iao. in China's
Shanxi province yesterday. A gas explosion ripped through a coal mine in northern China

China's deadliest mine dis.isn-i

In more than a year.
All the miners who had been
trapped underground were
found by late yesterday. Xinhua
said, citing the rescue head
quarters. It was not clear if all
the bodies had been recovered.

Onesurvivor.XueHuancheng,
told Xinhua from bis hospital
bed that he remembered being
ordered to flee because the
ventilation system had broken
down.
"Cower supply underground
was cut off and we had to walk."
he said.
Even though he was using an
oxygen tank to help him breathe.
Xuesaid he fainted alter walking
for 40 minutes, just as he neared
the exit. Me awoke two hours

later in a hospital
Must of the injured miners
were suffering from carbon
monoxide poisoning, Xinhua
said, citing doctors, exposure to
carbon monoxide, an odorless,
colorless gas, can cause beadaches, dizziness, nausea .mil
may lead to death.
Hie mine is owned by Shanxi
Coking Coal Group, China's
largest producer of coking coal,
which is used in the production of steel. The company said
it is the world's second-largest coking COal producer, with
sales revenues thai topped 17
billion yuan iSfi.l billion) in
2007. Xinhua said it operated 2H
mines.
Xinhua said lunlan Coal Mine
had among die best facilities of

7
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8

9

was being investigated,
Rescuers With backpacks
attached to breathing equip
men! and wearing red helmets
with headlamps, their laces
blackened from the mine,
emerged above- ground Irom an
eievatOI In tin- pit and carried
miners mi stretchers to waiting
ambulances. Some HI) rescuers
were deployed, Xinhua said
I lie death loll was the highest from a coal mine air idem
in China since December 2007.
when gas exploded in an unventilated tunnel in Linfencity,also
in Shanxi province, killing 1(15
miners, according to the State

4

9

there in five years. The mine
produces 5 million tons of coking coal a year.
AState ^ministration ofWork
Safet) dutj officer who would
give only her surname, /hang.
said the cause of the explosion
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guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Administration of Work Safety.
Beijing has promised lot years
to improve mine safety, but
energy-hungry China depends
on coal for most oi its power.
More than 1,011(1 dangerous
small mines were closed last
year, but China's mining industry remains the world's deadliest. About :t,2(l(l people died in
coal mine accidents last year,
a If) percent decline from the
previous year.
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Anti-aircraft fire stops rebel attac
from taking out airforce headquarters
By Krishan Francis
The Associated Press

PiTROSGIANNSKOUMS

AT THE SCENE OF ESCAPE: A police officer stands outside Athens' high security Korydallos prison yesterday. Convicted robbers Vassilis
Paleokostas and Alket Rizaj escaped using a commandeered helicopter that picked them up from the prison courtyard.

Pair of robbers escape from the
same prison for a second time
By Dcmetris Ncllas
The Associated Press
ATHENS, Greece — For the
second time in their lives, two
robbers escaped from a highsecurity Greek prison yesterday
by scaling a rope ladder to a
hovering helicopter, authorities
said. The escape came amid a
gunbattle with guards.
Vassilis Paleokoslas, 42, and
Alket Rizaj, 34, were picked up
by a helicopter that flew over the
courtyard of Athens' Korydallos
prison yesterday afternoon.
The inmates climbed a ladder
thrown to them by a woman
passenger, the Ministry of
justice said.
Guards on the ground opened
fire and the woman fired back
with ;ui automatic rifle, authorities said. No injuries were reported. Paleokostas and Rizaj escaped

from die same prison in the same
manner only three years ago.
later yesterday, an elderly
couple found the helicopter
abandoned near a highway
north of Athens, police said. The
pilot was bound, gagged and had
a hood over his head. He told
police the helicopter was chartered by a couple who said they
wanted to go from the town of
Itea in central Greece to Athens.
The couple had chartered the
helicopter a number of times in
the previous weeks.
Residents gave conflicting
reports about the number of
vehicles that sped away from the
helicopter's landing site, police
said. Police helicopters were
scouring the vicinity for any sign
of the escaped convicts.
Authorities had at first feared
that up to four people might have
escaped, but a second count of

the prison's inmates confirmed
that only two were missing.
Paleokostas and Rizaj were to
appear before a magistrate today
in connection with their previous escape by helicopter on lunc
4,2006.That operation had been
masterminded by Paleokostas'
elder brother NikoS, himself a
convicted criminal who escaped
from the same prison in 1990
during a mass breakout.
The elder Paleokostas was
recaptured by authorities in
September 20il(i and is still in
jail. I le has been convicted of 16
bank robberies.
Rizaj, an Albanian immigrant, was also recaptured In
September 2006, while Vassilis
Paleokostas was apprehended in
August 2008, Both men are considered criminals rather than
those who commit violence to
support political motives.

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka
Arebel
kamikaze attack on Sri 1 anka's
capital could have destroyed
the air force but didn't because
the two explosives-packed
planes were shot down before
ten lung their targets, the government said yesterday.
The defiant air raid Fridaj
night showed the Tamil tiger
rebels
retained
the ability to launch paralyzing attacks
across the country even with
their ground forces undei siege
in a small patch of territory in
the northeast.
Ihe attacks targeted the
national air force headquarters
and an air base, government
authorities said.
"If they [the attacks! really
worked, there wouldn't have
been an air force," government spokesman
Keheliya
Rambukwella told reporters,
The two plains were hit by
anti-aircraft lire. One crashed
into a lax office building near
the aii lone headquarters and
exploded, while the second
plane was downed near the air
force base north of Colombo,
authorities said. Four people
died, including Ihe two pilots.
Air
force
spokesman
Wing Commander
lanaka
Nanayakkara said one of the
planes was loaded with about
264 pounds (210 kilograms! of
explosives, but the pilot could
not detonate it because he had
lost a band 10 anti-aircraft fire.
In the northern wal front,
the government has taken
or destroyed about 90 pcr-

KEEPING THE PEACE:
■

cent of the rebels' facilities,
Rambukwella said. I he military says it has captured rebel
bomb factories, submarines,
diving equipmeni and large
amounts of weapons,
Rambukwella said the two

rebel aircraft destroyed Fridaj
night are believed to I"' tin- last
in the insurgents' tinyairwing
"It's a great victor) against
terrorism," he said.
However, tin- government
had also said two weeks earlier
that it had disabled die rebels'
air capability, making Friday's
air raid an embarrassment.
Meanwhile, a pro rebel Web
site published a lettei reportedly written In one ol the suicide pilots before he set off on
the mission. It called on ethnic
Tamil youths 10 join the Tigers
in their fight for an independent
stale for the ethnic minority.
"We have enough ,11111.1

menis. We urgentl\ need man
power," pilot I. Rooban wrote,
according to the iamilNel site.
"While we march with explosives inside the lion's den. let's
show the strength ol Tamil
people. I have never dreamed
of wasting one's precious life,"

he wrote. 'However, I feel
privileged and proud thai I can
become a Black Tiger to earn
respect for mj people and my
homeland."
Rebel
suicide
bombers
known as Black Tigers have

carried out hundreds ol attacks
against political, military and
economic targets since the< iv ii
war began in 1983.
More than 70.000 people have
been killed in the lighting
Also yesterday, the military
said the numbei of ch ilians
killed by suspected rebels in an
attack on an ethnk Sinhalese
village Saturday had risen to 14,

Islanders protest against France and its control over Guadeloupe's economy
By Jonathan M Kati and
Danica Coto
1 he Associated Press
POINTE-A-PTTRE, Guadeloupe
— Protests that have nearly shtil
down the Flench Caribbean
islands of Guadeloupe and
Martinique are not just about
demands for lower prices and
higher wages: Tor demonstrators they are no less than a battle
against the vestiges of slavery.
Afro-Caribbean islanders —
most of whose forbears toiled
in the sugarcane fields under
the yoke of slavery more than
160 years ago — not only resent
France's handling of the global economic crisis, they have
long resented that slaveholders'
descendants control the economy on both islands.
They also suspect that businesses earn too high a profit
on goods, most of which are
imported.

"They've got the money, they've got
the power, they've got Guadeloupe.
This is not a race thing. It is a money thing
and it is a power thing."
Lollia Naily I Ptolesiot
This resentment against
slaveholder
descendants,
known as hekes has lent an
especially sharp edge 10 weeks
of demonstrations that at times
have erupted in gunfire, arson,
looting, and the death of one
activist in Guadeloupe.
"They've got the money,
they've got the power, they've
got Guadeloupe." snapped protester Lollia Naily. "This is not
a race thing. It is a money thing
and it is a power thing."
Protesters in Martinique also
have rejected the bekes, with
frequent chants of "Martinique

is ours, not theirs!" liekes own
most industries in Martinique
— but represent only about 1
percent of the island's 4111.000
residents.
Deep economic and social
disparities
divide
Trance
from its overseas possessions:
Unemployment in Guadeloupe
is about 23 percent, compared
with 8 percent on mainland
France, and 12 percent of island
ers live in poverty, compared
with 6 percent of mainlanders,
according to the oiost recent
statistics.
The conflict extends beyond

the Caribbean: Islanders living
in mainland France are tele
gated to low level jobs and are
absent from senior positions
in business, the military and
government, revealing a "color
fracture in Trench society.
said Patrick I.ozes, head of the
Representative Council of Black
Associations.
Islanders
demand
that
Trance treat them as equals

— wherever they are living
— and question why food is
more expensive here than on
the mainland.
"My ID says I'm Trench," said
28-year-old Philippe Delag,
"Guadeloupe is part of Trance."
The island certainly looks
the part: Trench flags fly from
government buildings, and tiny

Citroens and Peugeots whiz
along well-maintained high
ways. Residents switch easily
from Creole to Trench in conversations.
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Governors accept stimulus plan benefits, minimize criticism
By Bath Fouhy
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON _ The nation's
governors Saturday welcomed
tnoney heading their way from
President Obama's economic
stimulus plan, but said it was only
a down payment on improving
dire fiscal conditions in their
states.
Most also played down criticism of the plan by a handful of
Republicans, who have said they
may reject some of the stimulus
funds.
Leaders of most of t he 50 states
and U.S. territories were attending the three-day winter meeting of the National Governors
Association in Washington. The
meeting focused on the need
for infrastructure improvement,
which is expected to absorb much
of the stimulus funding directed
to states.
Several of the governors were

escaping drama in their own
states, including California
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, a
Republican who signed the state's
overdue budget last week after a
bruising battle with lawmakers
over how to plug the state's mammoth S4I billion budget hole.
Another was newly minted
Democratic Gov. Pat Qulnn
of Illinois, the former lieutenant governor promoted after
his predecessor. Democrat Rod
Hlagojevich. was impeached
and removed for trying to sell
Obama's former Senate seat for
cash and favors. Friday. Quint!
called on Obama's successor,
Koland liurris. to resign after
Burris acknowledged he had tried
to raise money for Hlagojevich,
who appointed Burris to the seat.
Yet another. IXwnocrat David
Paterson of New York, was trying
to beat back criticism for his handling of the choice of a successor
for I lillarv Hodham Clinton, who

resigned her New York Senate seat
last month to become Obama's
secretary of state. Paterson chose
former Rep. Kirsten Gillibrand,
a conservative Democrat, after
appearing to snub Caroline
Kennedy, another leading contender.
Paterson's popularity has
dropped since the flap, prompting speculation that he could face
a primary challenge when he
runs for re-election in 2010.
But t he federal stimulus money
remained the central focus for
most governors. Most said it was
hardly a bailout and that they
were still facing painful cuts to
state services.
"We're not just getting a handout here — we're doing the heavy
lifting," Vermont GOP Gov. |im
Douglas said. "We're still making tough cuts in budgets, we're
making changes in some of our
programs. We're doing what we
can to live within our means."
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WASHINGTON — The U.S.
policy of shunning communist
I'uba by imposing a strict trade
embargo has failed to prod the
island nation toward democracy and should be re-evaluated,
accordingto the top Republican
on the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
"We must recognize the ineffectiveness of our current policy
and deal with the Cuban regime
in a way that enhances U.S.
interests," wrote Sen. Richard
Lugar, R-Ind., in a report dated
Monday.
The report lends new weight
to a bipartisan view in Congress
that Raul Castro's rise to power
has opened a window for U.S.Cuban relations.

"We must... deal with
the Cuban regime in
a way that enhances
U.S. interests."
Richard Lugar | Senator

President Barack Obama has
promised a fresh look at the
U.S. policy. He says he would be
open to meeting with Castro,
who took over as Cuba's president for his ailing brother, Fidel.
Obama also supports easing
limitations on the number of
visits and the amount of money
sent to Cuba by family members in the U.S.
But like his predecessor,
George W. Bush, Obama has
said he believes the embargo

provides important leverage
with the country's leaders.
l.ugar's suggestion that the
U.S. rethink that position was
included in an assessment of
U.S.-Cuban relations written by his senior staffer, Carl
Meacham, who traveled to
Cuba in lanuary. The report was
scheduled to be distributed this
weckamong Lugar's Senate colleagues.
While the report stops short
of calling an end to the ban,
it offers a harsh assessment of
U.S. policies. It charges that
the existing embargo provides
the Cuban government a convenient "scapegoat" for the
nation's economic difficulties,
ignores recent political developments and keeps the U.S. from
gaining a "broader understanding of events on the island."

1
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GOVERNORS MEETING: Florida Gov Charlie Cnst. left. Iowa Gov Chet Culver. Arkansas Gov Mile Beebe. and Oregon Gov Ted
Kulongosk- look on during the 2009 National Governors Association winter meeting in Washington

Health secretary position remains unfilled

at U.S. trade embargoes against Cuba
By Ann* Fl.iher ty

^* TW
^^^^^^B

Obama promises to take a fresh look'

The Associated Press

."t-'tix.Ji.

By Bath Fouhy
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Kansas Gov.
Kathleen Sebelius, mentioned
as a top candidate for health
secretary, said yesterday she
has not talked with President
Barack Obama about joining
his Cabinet.
"There reallyisn'tanythingto
tell. I haven't had any meetings
about the position," Sebelius,
60, said in an interview with
The Associated Press during the
winter meeting of the National
Governors Association.
Pressed on whether she had
spoken to Obama about heading the Health and Human
Services Department, Sebelius
said, "I have not."
Sebelius's name surfaced
when former Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle, Obama's
first choice for health secretary, withdrew after disclosing

he had failed to pay $140,000 in
taxes and interest.
Sebelius was an early Obama
backer during the Democratic
primary contest and a frequent
surrogate to women's groups.
She was a finalist for Obama's
running mate and was mentioned as a Cabinet possibility after the election but withdrew from consideration in
December, citing Kansas' budget problems.
Administration aides say no
decision has been made about
filling the health post and they
continue to review candidates.
Sebelius remains near the top
of the administration's list,
but aides are using extreme
caution to avoid yet another
embarrassing mistake.
Sebeliusservedasstate insurance commissioner before
being elected governor in 2002.
Under her leadership the state
has expanded cancer screen-

tuts H. ALVAREZ I APPHOTO

GOVERNORS: Colorado Gov BJI Ritter
Jr.. left talks to Kansas Gov. Kathleen
Sebelius. right, during the 2009 National
Governors Association winter meeting in
Washington.

ings, allowed more residents to
keep their health insurance up
to 18 months after leaving their
jobs and granted income tax
deductions to help some lower
their insurance costs.

NEW POQL FURNITURE • PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE • RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL
24-HR FITNESS CENTER • 24-HR GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS1 • TANNING DOMES
BASKETB
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SIDELINES

Men's golf team opens spring season in South Carolina
By Bill Bordewick

Reporter

BASEBALL
Falcons drop three
to Western Carolina
The Falcon baseball got off
to a slow start on opening
weekend, dropping a trio of
games to Western Carolina.
They lost by scores of 16-8,
4-1 and 14-5 from Friday to
yesterday. A full story will
appear in tomorrow's
edition of The BG News.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued news and updates
on your favorite Falcon teams.
Over the weekend, we posted
an audio slideshow of the
hockey team's 4-0 win over
Michigan State along with
notes from each of the
baseball games.
bgviewsnetwork.com/sports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1994—Indians owner Dick
Jacobs agrees to pay $10
million to name the stadium
Jacobs Field.
1985-Bobby Knight
throws a chair across the
court during a game.
1968—Wilt Chamberlain
becomes the first NBA player
to score 25,000 points.
1934—Casey Stengal
becomes manager of the
Brooklyn Dodgers.

It might still be February on the
calendar and there might be
snow on the ground in Ohio, but
in Hilton Head, SC, the men's
golf team is in preparation for
the spring portion of their schedule to commence at the Wexford
Plantation Intercollegiate.
There is much hope for this
squad after a very successful
fall season. The team averaged
294.6 as a team, which was good
for a new BG best.
The team also saw junior captain Matt Schneider post the
best individual score of 214 over

r^fl Schneider
R - fVl Leads the team

three rounds at the John Piper
Intercollegiate — a tournament
that BG hosts at Stone Ridge
golf club.
The team also had four
MAC Player of the Week honors split between three players — Schneider for the Piper
as well as sharing the honor
with fellow junior captain lohn
Powers at the Earl Yestingsmeier

5. Breanne Guy: Her
39.300 all-around score was a
career-high and the third best
mark in school history.

Intercollegiate and freshman
Drew Preston gobbled up the
final honor in his first collegiate
tournament at the Rutherford
Intercollegiate.
"I'm excited to see how we've
improved," said BG coach Garry
Winger. "We worked really hard
on our putting and our wedge
distances."
That putting and wedge dis-

tance control was made easier
by the establishment of the
Falcon Golf Training Center.
The facility features a 1,200
square foot putting and chipping green as well as two hit
ting bays hooked with video
equipment for instant feedback.
It has given the Falcon golf
program something they have

never had before (at least to this
extent) in the ability to have
a permanent practice facility
coupled with the latest technologyIn the past. hoth the men's and
women's teams used a mobile
putting surface and make-shiftSee GOLF > Page 8

By Andrew Harnar
Sports Editor

The dependable sophomore
duo of Tracy Pontius and Lauren
Prochaska struck again for the
Falcons (23-2,12-0 Mid-American
Conference) as the two combined
for 51 points in BG's 81-70 win
over Akron (9-16,4-8 MAC).
The game marked the 11th time
the two have been the top two
scorers for BG this season.
Saturday was the second straight
game the two combined for over
50 points as Pontius scored 26 and
Prochaska 25.
Last Sunday, they combined for
56 as Prochaska scored a schoolrecord 43 and Pontius added 13.
Coach Curt Miller said his two
sophomores have been one of the
key* to this season's success.
"They wanted the ball land] they
stepped up and made big plays
in crunch time," Miller said. "But
what's very special about them,
and why you like the ball being in
their hands, is if they cant score, at
least they can try to get to the foul
line and they're almost automatic."

CHBISTINAMCGINWS

THE BG NEWS

SMOOTH AND STEADY: Lauren Prochaska (2) continued her consistent sewing season
with 25 points, induding 12 Iree throws, against Akron.

That was the case again as the
pair went 19-of-I9 from the free
throw line, allowing Prochaska to
extend her nation's best free throw
percentage to 953 percent.
However all was not perfect for
the Falcons as Akron was able to
keep the game close until the final
few minutes, leaving Miller, yet

again, to wonder how his team
won,
"I thought they outhustled us, I
thought they outcoached us and
certainly I thought they outexecuted us," Miller said. "But, when
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

See VICTORY I Page 8
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LEADING SCORER: Tracy Pontius led the team m scoring with 26 against Akron

Men lose BracketBuster in overtime
By Jason Jonas
Assistant Sports Editor

2. Lindsey

Falcon shortstop started off
the season with a leadoff
home run. However, the
Falcons couldn't find a way
against Western Carolina,
losing all three games against
them by a combined 54-14.

improved. We worked really hard on
our putting and our wedge distance."

Sophomores Pontius and Prochaska
lead Falcons to 23rd straight victory

22 points against Canisius
propelled him over 1,000 for
his career, becoming the 37th
player to do so in BG history.

4. Ryan Shay: The

"I'm excited to see how we've

Powers
Has a 72.93 stroke
average through
15 rounds

Double trouble

1. Nate Miller: Millers

senior goalie pitched a 4-0
shutout, his third of the
season, in the final regular
season home game of his
career.

John

Garry Winger | Coach

In yet another exciting Falcon
sports weekend, there was
plenty to be talked about.
Here are five top storylines
from the weekend in Falcon
sports:

3. Jimmy Spratt: The

g

witha72 4 stroke
L A-^3I average
-°
*• "^
M

The List

Goldsberry: The lone
senior on the women's team
tied former teammates Kate
Achter and Whitney Taylor
for the MAC record for wins
in a career with 108.

?\

ETHANMAGOC I THEBGNEWS
WARM EMBRACE: Brandon Svendsen embraces his mother before the final regular
season game of his career. Svendsen had an assist and three shots in the game

Falcons beat MSU in final
regular season home game
By Sun Shapiro

Reporter
The home team had the upper
hand on consecutive nights as
BG split a home-and-home series
with Michigan State.
Two late third period goals and
strong goaltending by Michigan
State captain Jeff Lerg led the
Spartans to a 3-2 victory Friday
night.
"lit was a] really good win. We
got better as the game came
along," said Spartan coach Rick
Comley.
It seemed BG was in a good
position to pick up their third
road win of the season as they
led 2-1 in the third, but a pair of
Spartan freshmen scored two big
goals less than 30 seconds apart.
First, Dauftan Leveille tied the
game at two with a spectacular
individual effort. The freshman
stole the puck, skated through

AT BGNEWS.COM: Visit bgnewscom for
[\

an audio slideshow of Saturday's hockey

w game against M<higan State

two Falcon defenders and roofed
the puck over senior goalie limmy
Spratt's right shoulder.
Just 26 seconds later, MSU
picked up their first lead of the
game as a point shot by Brock
Shelgren hit a BG defender and
snuck past a screened Spratt
"I think they got a couple |of|
lucky bounces," said BG's Tomas
Petruska. "But it was also a menSee SENIORS | Page 10
1

The men's basketball team has
once again taken five steps forward and back, after a 71-66 loss
to Canisius on Saturday.
After upsetting Buffalo on
Wednesday night, the Falcons,
(15-11, 8-4 Mid-American
Conference) stepped out of conference one last time for an ESPN
BracketBuster game against
the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference's Canisius Golden
Griffins (9-18).
"You have to really switch gears.
You go from playing non-stop
conference games to somebody
you maybe don't know as well,"
Canisius coach Tom Parrotta
said.
The game itself was a tight one
that featured 21 lead changes and
an overtime period.
BG started the game strong
with Brian Moten starting the
game right where he left off
against Buffalo, hitting deep
shots. Moten's hot start helped

BENIOHMAN

-Ml K. NEWS

NOT QUITE ENOUGH: Nate Miller scored his 1.000th career point, but it wasn't enough
as the Falcons fell to Canisius in overtime.

him finish with 14 points for the
game, 11 of them in the first half.
BG's hot start eventually
helped put them ahead by eight
points, the biggest lead the night
by either team.
Still, Canisius kept fighting
back.

Three Golden Griffins came
into the game averaging double
figures in scoring: Frank Turner,
Julius Coles and Greg Logins with
15.5,11.3 and II respectively.
See OVERTIME! Page 8

Gymnasts fall to Ohio State on senior day
ByChrlaSojka
Reporter

When facing the 16th ranked
team in the nation, every rotation needs to be nearly perfect to
come away with a victory.
The gymnastics team came
into yesterday's meet against Ohio
State with a lot of excitement and
energy, focused and determined
to get the job done. But a couple
falls on the balance beam ended
up costing the team the meet
as they fell 194.175-193.750, at
Anderson Arena on senior day.

I Katie

f

^ Follett

■ •» r^^B The senior
I - rfll participated in her
W t^B 'inal home mMl
In the tough loss, the Falcons
recorded their season high team
score and took away eight topthree finishes, including seven
career high scores — two of them
coming from junior Breanne Guy.
Guy had the meet of her life as
she posted her career best score of

Jenna
Wirtanen
lt'*fJjjjjT The senior
\ . *, fl
participated in her
f ' • *^^ final home meet
MT

39.300, taking away two first place
and two second place finishes.
"Bre works just as hard, if not
harder than, anyone in the country," assistant coach Craig Baliard
See GYM | Page 10
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Pavlik and Cotto redeem first
career losses with weekend wins
By Dav* Skretta
I He Associated Press

YOUNGSTOWN — They had
their hands raised some 400 miles
apart, each in front of adoring
crowds after emphatic victories
that proved one thing.
The past really is behind them.

Kelly fcivlik and Miguel Cotto
answered their first career losses
with a pair of stunningly efficient
victories in a unique, split-site
doiihleheader on Saturday night.
I inallv. two boxers who had been
considered among the best in
ihcir weight classes can again look
forward to bigger things.
"This was exactly what Miguel
needed for his confidence." said
Top Hank boss Bob Arum, who
promotes both fighters. "And Kelly,
he should be able to dominate
am middleweight defaces."
Both fought lightly regarded
opponents hand-picked for their
comebacks.
(into battered game but overmatched Michael lennings for five
rounds at Madison Square Garden
before referee Benjy Esteves Ir.
wisely waived it off, putting a halt
to what undoubtedly was Cotto's
chance to unload almost seven
months' worth of frustration.
Remember, Cotto's loss at the
hands of Antonio Margarito has
been thrown into question after
the Mexican fighter was found
with illegal hand wraps before his
own loss to Shane Mosley. People
now wonder whether Margarito
hail a similar advantage when he
stopped Cotto injury.
Cotto picked up the vacant
WHO title with his win.
I his was a very important

GOLF
From Page 7
ed their way to hitting balls at
the field house.
While the improvement center and good individual performances from the fall have led to
high expectations, the team has
also experienced some setbacks
— the most notable being the
health of John Powers.

DAVID RICHARD i AP PHOTO

VICTOR: Kelly Pavlik is deemed ihe winner by Frank Gaiza after his opponenl did not tome
out loc Ihe 10th round

fight psychologically." his trainer
and uncle I-.vangelista Cotto slid.
"Miguel had lo gel back into the
ring. 1 le looked very decisive."
As did Pavfik, the slender hero
of the Rust Belt who dominated
Marco Antonio Rubio for nine
rounds in his second defense cd
the WBO and WBC IK-IIS. PavHk
never landed the big knockout
blow that he's famous for, bill
the sheer volume of unblocked
punches finally forced Rubio's
comer to call for an end after the
ninth round.
Pavlik looked much more comfortable back at 160 pounds, 10
fewer than when he fought veteran Bernard I lopkins in October.
That loss, in which Pavlik was sick
and injured in the weeks leading
up to it, can now be considered an
aberration more than a concern.
"I don't know if he watched
that Hopkins fight." Pavlik said
of Rubio. Inn ii wasn't going

to lx' ihe same Kelly that fought
Bernard."
Both Cotto and Pavlik have positioned themselves for big-money
fights early this summer, though
nothing appears settled.
Cotto likely will return to the
ring lune 13, the eve of the Puerto
Rican Day Parade in New York.
It's his usual date at the Garden,
where singing, cheering countrymen turn out in huge numbers to
support their idol.
Among the opponents under
consideration is Joshua Clottey, a
hard puncher who's based in the
Bronx and would help generate a
massive gate. Clottey hasn't fought
since August, when he won a technical decision over Zab ludah to
claim the vacant IBP title, but he
was ringside for Cotto's fight and
said he wants the shot.

Powers broke his wrist in the
off-season and has been unable
to participate in any off-season
workouts. Winger noted that
Powers' cast came off about a
week ago and was unsure of his
playing potential.
"If John says he can play, he'll
play," Winger said.
The falcons will not be in
action again until March 9 and
that will give Powers ample
recovery time if indeed he is

ruled out for the week's tournament.
The Falcons will also look for
that elusive team tournament
victory this spring. The team
was leading various tournaments but faltered in the later
rounds of those tournaments.
The late round disappointment has not deterred Winger's
focus on this spring.
"We play every week, and we
expect to win," he said.

See PAVLIK | Page 10

Event Planning
Workshop Series

VICTORY
From Paqe 7

that's all said and done, this team
has found a unique way of finding ways to win games when
other teams come at them with
good basketball."
Going into the half with a narrow 44-42 lead, the falcon', knew
they needed to stay calm for the
second half and do what they've
done for the past 23 games: execute.
"The pressure was on them,
they're at home," Pontius
said. "We just kept our composure and executed down the
stretch."
And while Akron continued to
slay close, pulling within a single
point at times. BG found a way to
will itself to victory, a knack of this
team Miller is proud of.
"I'm proud of this team
because they find a way," Miller
said. "And today was a perfect

Publicity

From Paqe 7

Of those three keys players,
outside of me running out there and
BG managed to show none of
them down.
tackling him, he would have had 40."
Logins had an especially big
game against BG, finishing with
Tom Parrotta I Canisius coach or Nate Miller
19 points, many of which came
forth affair for the entire second we'd of had another overtime,
very late in the game.
outside of me running out there
Part of Logins' success though half.
Then late in the second half. and tackling him, be would have
may have been the absence
of BG forward Chris Knight. Canisius went on a run, took the had 40."
Miller brought the ball up the
Knight, who went down in the lead and stretched it to seven
floor, and with 0:07 left on the
first minute of the Buffalo game, points.
After an exchange of foul clock pulled up from the top of
is listed as week-to-week with a
shots, BG trailed bv five with the key and hit a game tying
right ankle injury.
ihree to send the game to over"Chris is going to fight down 0:29 to play.
With fans exiting Anderson time.
there. We were limited with only
"1 felt like somebody punched
nine players," senior Nate Miller Arena in bunches, the Falcons
tooktheballupthecourt looking me in the stomach 14 times,"
said.
After the game. Parrotta for a quick score. They fou nd one Parrotta said.
Once in overtime, each team
shrugged off any idea that in the form of a |oe jakubowski
Knight's absence influenced the three pointer that pulled them looked drained, for the first 2:25
of the overtime period, neither
back within two.
game.
BG then fouled Canisius' team managed a single point.
"He ILogins] thinks he can
Miller then continued to
beat anybody, he doesn't care Turner0:14 to play, turner hit the
who is guarding him," Parrotta first free throw to put Canisius impress by scoring BG's only
up by three but missed the game four points of the overtime perisaid.
od. The bad news for BG, howBG coach Louis Orr also dis- clinching second free throw.
Miller, who scored his 1,000th ever, was the fact that Canisius
missed the idea that Knight's
absence may have cost BG the career point during the game, scored nine.
The loss further illustrated
then took the ball up the court
game.
"Whoever's out on the court, looking to tie it up. Miller had BG's problems with inconsistenthey have to believe in them- a fabulous game in which he cy over the course of the season.
Next up will be a rematch
selves and play tough basket- would eventually score 22 points
against Kent State, a team the
and collect 13 rebounds.
ball," Orr said.
"We had no answer for him, Falcons lost to earlier this season
The two teams were tied at
the break, and fought a back and he torched us," Parrotta said. "If after playing a poor second half.
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Management Inc. www.meccabg.com
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Lent by celebrating Ash Wednesday!

Leadership Transitions
April 22,2009
8-9 p.m., Room 308, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
The transition from one leadership team to another can have
an impact on future events. In this workshop students will
learn how to navigate this transition with ease.

Campos ■
Activities
Division ol Student Ml airs
BGSU

t

ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE TIMES
— With Distribution of Ashes—
7:00am Mass

MORE

i
■

.

{TOUR

11:30pm Service (30 min)

CATHOLIC in the Union Multipurpose Room 228
UNIVERSITY
PARISH

5:15pm Service (30 min)
in the Union Multipurpose Room 228

9:00pm Mass
followed by night of worship

425 Thurstin Ave.

419-352-7555

Newlove Rentals

1

at the St. Thomas More University Parish

ST. THOMAS

(acrOM '•'"•' MeDon.ild Dorm)

• 205 W. Washington

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

We invite you to prepare for the season of

March 25,2009
8-9 p.m., Room 316, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Getting the word out about an event can substantially improve
your attendance and participation. Come learn effective tools for
getting the audience and response you desire for an event.

sponsored by the
Division of Student Affairs

"We had no answer for him, he torched
us. If we'd of had another overtime,

Student Housing

Funding Strategies and Resources
February 25,2009
8-9 p.m., Room 316, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Once you have an event in mind, adequate funding is always necessary.
This session will focus on the funding process, funding resources,
as well as creative funding strategies.
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example of finding a way to win Career day
Akron
freshman
Kyle
a game."
In finding that win, BG only Baumgartner had a career day
made nine shots in the second against the falcons, going for a
half, none of which were three- double-double with career highs
in points (211 and rebounds 113) in
pointers.
But it was free throw shooting just 27 minutes.
"1 think Kyle came ready to play
that allowed them to maintain
their lead as the team scored 19 today," said Akron coach lodi Kest
additional points from the stripe, "I thought she did a really good job
probably the only reason the (if establishing an inside presence."
This was Baumgartner's third
team could win.
double-double of die season.
New record
In her first game against BG tliis
With the win, senior lindsey season, Baumgartner struggled,
Goldsberry tied former team- scoring six points while commitmates Kate Achter and Whitney ting four turnovers.
Taylor atop the MAC all-time All in the family
wins list.
While lindsey was over in Akron
Achter and Taylor graduated
last season with 108 wins in their yesterday, her family was still repcareers, and Goldsberry has now resented in BG.
I ler brother Robert is a starting
matched that number.
With at least four regular season guard for Cmisius.
Robert wasn't able to score
games and a MAC Tournament
to go, it is highly probable against the falcons, but he did
Goldsberry will have the record add six assists anil four steals in
Cansius' overtime win.
to herself by season's end.

OVERTIME

Students are invited to attend a series of
event planning workshops to learn how to plan
and enhance events on the BGSU campus.

Contact Information
For any questions about
this series, please contact the
Office of Campus Activities
at 419-372-2343

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
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• Upper Duplex $385/month
• Quiet Living
• Historical District
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we lived at
Copper Beech...

1

...we would have furniture!

.we would have a dishwasher!
2BHUEJ
1
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...we wouldn't be sitting
in this laundromat!

...we wouldn't be sharing
a bathroom!

.we really do have it all!
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable
> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths in
each bedroom
> Full-size washer & dryer
in each unit
> Shuttle service to bars on
Friday & Saturday nights

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price
> 4 bedroom townhomes
starting as low as
$299 per person
> and so much more...

IIJ

> Available furnished
or unfurnished

I
TOWNTHOME

*> •n
•*.»'.<.-■**•,

L2I

COMMUNITIES, LLP

2057 Napoleon Rd • 419-353-3300 • www.copperbcechtownhoiTics.com
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tal lapse on our part."
Despite the freshmen's heroics, it was the Spartan senior Lerg
who stole the show. Lerg stopped
35 of 37 shots Including 15 first
period slops when lit! was prrssuring to double their then onegoal lead
I erg's best save of the game
came in the middle of the sec
ond when lu- dove across the
net vertically to cancel out a BG
power play chance.
On Saturday, BG got the best
of lei}; as Spratt shutout the
Spartans, 1-0, his final regular
season game at the University
Ice Arena.
[tie Falcons jumped on
Michigan State early, and never
looked back as they were the better team Saturday night.
With Brandon Svendsen in
the box. David Sohvay gave BG
their Bret lead of the game with
a shorthanded breakaway goal.
Sohvay stole the puck from the
Spartan point man, skated in

GYM
From Page 7

said. "She wants to be really good
and that's the big thing. ()ncc she
got rolling after vault, she kept
rolling all day."
Ihe falcons started their last
Inline meet of the season on the
vault where Guj landed a 9.825
and a first place finish. Senior
Icniia Wirtunen helped the team
to a score of ■18.325 with hei score
of 9.700 and a sixth place finish In
her last home meet of her college
career,
lor their second rotation, BG
moved to the bars, which has

n

Dan
Sexton
—m Had two goals in
| the 4-0 shutout
Saturday

period after taking a pass from
Svendsen. Sexton backhanded
the puck past lerg who missed
the poke check.
"The second one really hurt
us," Comley said, "leff was kind
of holding us in there before
that."
slowly and beat l.erg with a backSix minutes later, the line
hand to forehand move.
helped produce BG's third goal
"List night I had a couple grade when Sol way won the faceoff
A chances to beat l.erg, and I back to James Mclntosh who
didn't really give him any fakes." dished the puck to Kyle Page.
Sohvay said. "I slowed up and I Page's point shot snaked its way
gave him a little stick fake and he through heavy traffic and past
kind of fell for it."
the screened Lerg.
BG dominated the opening
Sexton pushed BG's lead to
period outshooting the Spartans four with his second goal of the
18-7 with a good majority of game at 12:29 into the second
those shots being from point period. Sexton took a pass from
blank range.
Sohvay and proceeded to shovel
I hey were definitely the better a backhanded shot just past the
Irani and they came out Hying,'' left pad of Lerg.
I erg said ' i he\ had .1 kit ol enei
With the win. BG moved withgy right off the bat. I think we just in four points of the Spartans
looked tired and sluggish."
for 11th in the Central Collegiate
BG took control of the game Hockey Association standings,
in the second period as the and with a sweep next weekSvendsen Han Sixton-Solway end and a pair of losses by the
line had a hand in all three goals. Spartans. BG would most likely
Sexton doubled the Falcons' be headed to Northern Michigan
lead ai the 4:06 mark of the for 1 he playoffs.
been one of their strongest
events of the season. This stayed
true yesterday as the bars line-up
recorded a season high score of
M.700.
I he team took two of the lopthree finishes with Guy recording
a 9.800 and a second place finish
and Amber Brewer lying a career
high with a 9.775, finishing in
third place.
Next, the falcons went to Ihe
balance beam, an event that has
given them some difficulties this
season. Leading the team was
Guy who posted a score of 9.800
and a second place finish.
[he beam line-up recorded their third best score of the

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Club wrestling having successful season
National Collegiate Wrestling Association's National Dual: Jan. 31
What happened: The BG club wrestlers participated in the National Collegiate Wrestling Association's National
Dual in Murfreesboro, Tenn. and finished in seventh place.
Fint match: BG defeated Mercer University, 28-18.
Second match: BG defeated Louisiana State. 39-16.
Third match: Grand Valley State defeated BG 42-9.
Fourth match: The University of Maryland/Baltimore County beat BG 33-26.
Final match: BG defeated Kansas State University in the finals, 40-21.

Grand Valley State Quadrangular: Feb. 7
What happened: The BG club wrestlers faced off against three schools and Neal Dalhman and Travis Hussey
placed second and fourth respectively in the Grand Valley State Open the next day
First match: Grand Valley State defeated BG 35-17.
Second match: Muskegon shut out BG 49-0.
Third match: Central Florida defeated BG 35-18

Toledo Duals: Feb. 15
What happened: The BG club wrestlers finished fourth at the Toledo Duals.
First match: BG defeated Ohio State 34-7.
Second match: BG defeated Miami (OH) 39-23.
Third match: Toledo defeated BG 24-22
Final match: Ohio University beat BG 40-21 in the finals

"[The beam] cost us. The only thing
we can do now is learn from it and
get better in practice."
: i] Ballard | Assistant coach

season, but the two falls that
occurred were cosdy to the learn.
"|The beam] cost us." Ballard
said. "The only tiling we can do
now is learn from it and get belter
in practice."
To end the meet. BG headed to
the floor exercise. They posted a
season high score of 49.100, taking the top-three finishes.

Guy led the way once again,
scoring a career high 9.875. Right
behind her were Morgan Balzer
and Kasey HHmore scoring a
9.850 and 9.825. respectively.
The Falcons begin their three
meet road stand on Friday as
they take on Mid-American
Conference opponent Central
Michigan.

PAVLIK
From Paqe 8

Other candidates include
struggling Kermil Cinlron, upand-coming VVBC champ Andre
Berto and Shane Mosley, the
WBA champion whom Cotto has
already beaten once.
"We'll take a look and see what's
out there," Antm said. "Mosley
won't want to fight in New York.
so that's something to consider.
We'll make the fight that makes
the most sense for Miguel,"
Pavlik appears destined for
another overmatched opponent in Irishman John Duddy, an

INFORMAriON PSOVIDEtW JARID VOIDNESS

appealing fight if only because
Duddy has an enormous following and crowd-pleasing style.
Duddy defeated Man Vanda by
unanimous decision on Saturday
night.
Another possibility is Vernon
Fooest, who's supposed to defend
his junior middleweight belt in
April.
The fights most boxing fans
want to see, though, are against
fellow middleweight champions
Arthur Abraham and Felix Sturm.
The problem is the two Germans
aren't well known in the United
States and would demand a big
payday to fight on this side of the
\tlantic.

Hafner back in the swing of things for Indians
By Tom With.rJ
The Associated Press

Available for 2009-2010
PETS ALLOWED
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
Mayl6.2009toAugusia.2O09

with a 5300.00 nonretundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across ttie meet hem OHentieuei

-"

"

....

Assigned r^ 1
I ,0-v
0ne"Tear-S370X:
ScriootVeai - S395 00 se-11011th

825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street

"

831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,756,777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin.
Fum Or Urtiirn One Barm One Baft
One Year - One Person ■ S«0 00 per montn.
One Year ■ TIM People -S39500 per month.
School Year - Gne Person - S465 00 per month
School Year • Two People • SS40 00 per month

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn Or Untum One Bdrm One Bath
One Year • One Person - $355.00 pel month
One Year ■ Two People • SI05 00 pet monUi
School Year - One Person - $390 00 per month
School Year - Two People - S47000 per month

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn Or Unhim One Bdrm One Bath
One Year • One Person • S355 00 per month
One Year • Two People • S395 00 per month
School Year - One Person ■ S4O000 per month
School Year ■ Two People ■ S455 00 per month

720 SECOND STREET
Furn Or Untum One Bdrm. One Bath
One Year • One Person - $365 00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET-Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Fum Or Untum One Bdrm, One Bath
One Year - One Person - $3)0 00 per month.

Furn Or Un'nn One Bri'm. One Bath.
Ore Yea- - One Person • S410 00 per month.
One Year • Two People • SU0 00 per month
School Year - One Person - S46SO0 pel month.
School Year - Two People • $49500 per month

One Year ■ Two People - S4IS00 per month
School Yen • One Person ■ $41510 per month
School Year • Two People • $485 00 per month

One Year - Two People • $41000 per month.
School Year • One Person ■ $43500 per month
School Year ■ Two People • $485 00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET-BehmdKinko's.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

Fum Or Untum One Bath 8 Extra Vanity
One Yea' • One Person • $43000 per month.
One Year ■ Two People - $530.00 per month
School Year ■ One Person • $500 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfixn Two Bdrm. One Bath
Gne Year ■ One Person • $455.00 per month
One Year • Twc People - $565 00 per month
School Year • One Person • $54500 per month
School Year • Two People • $66500 per month.

School Year - Two People - $630.00 per month
402 HIGH STREET
Furn Or Unfum Two Bdrm, One Bath
One Year - One Person - $410.00 per montn.
One Yea' • Two People - $490.00 per montn
School Year • One Person • $46000 per month
School Year - Two People ■ $59000 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. 0- bnfurn One 8ath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
One Year • One Person • $420.00 per montn.
One Year • Two People ■ $520.00 per montn.
School Year ■ One Person • $49000 per month
School Year • Two People ■ $620 00 per mon*

Furn Or Mum Two Ml baths.
One Year - One Person - $490.00 per month.
One Year ■ Two People - $540.00 per month
School Year - One Person - $550.00 per month
School Year - Two People • $650 00 pel month

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET
hm DrlMm One Bath &HaU Vanity,
One Year ■ One Perscn • $415 00 per mom
One Year • Two People • $475.00 per month.
School Year ■ One Person - $465 00 per month.
School Year ■ Two People - $565 GO per month

831 SEVENTH STREET-PetsAllowed
Fum Or Unfum. One Bath S Hall Vanity
One Year • One Person • $43000 per mon*
One Year ■ Two People - $490.00 per month
School Year - One Person - $480 00 per month
School Year - Two People - $56500 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished 15 oaths, dishwasher.
One Year • One Person ■ $430.00 per month.
One Year - Two People • $53000 per month.
School Yea' • One Person - $49500 per month.
School Year • Twc People - $630 CO per month

Furn Or Untum One Bath, hall vanly
One Year ■ One Person ■ $415 00 per month
One Year - Two People - $47500 per month.
School Year - One Person - $465.00 per month.
School Year • Two People • $555 00 per month

Fum Or Untum Two bedrooms, 15 Bath
One Year ■ One Person • $440.00 per month
One Year • Two People - $430.00 per month
School Yeai ■ One Person • $50000 per month
School Year • Two People - $590 00 per month

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — At times
last year Travis I laftier's right
shoulder hurt when he lifted a
fork. Yesterday, he raised a bat
and swung it with all his might.
When he connected, the baseball soared into the Arizona sky.
"1 was happy with the flight of
the ball," he said. "It was a good
first day."
Working his way back after
a disastrous 2008 ended with
offseason shoulder surgery,
Hafner took part in batting
practice with his teammates for
the first time this spring yesterday. With general manager
Mark Shapiro and assistant GM
Chris Antonetti watching from
behind the backstop, Hafner
completed three rounds of
BP as important as any in his
career.
"It feels good to get back on
the field and hang out with your
teammates," Hafner said. "It
was fun. Everything feels good.
There will be a little soreness in
there for a little while, but everything feels close to normal."
The Indians are hoping
Hafner returns to normal. They
need the 1'ronk — his nickname
— with pop.
Cleveland's powerful designated hitter was reduced to the
club's highest-paid designated
sitter last season. Hafner's
weak shoulder limited him to
57 games, and he batted just
.197 with five homers and 24
RBIs. Months of rehab failed
st rengt hen h is shou Idcr and t he
31-year-old remembers dinner
being a painful chore.
"You'd go out to have a meal
and your shoulder would burn
just from eating," he said. "If
you'd do it a few times, it would
wear your shoulder out. Some
days it would feel better than
others."

Eventually, Hafner needed
famed orthopedist Dr. lames
Andrews to clean out his shoulder joint. Then came more
rehab, the loneliest time for
any ballplayer. Hafner lives in
Cleveland year-round, and as
any Northeast Ohio resident
can attest, the winters can be
long and dreary.
But Hafner made the most of
his offseason. Along with lifting
weights and conditioning, he
worked on improving his diet.
He stayed away from fatty foods,
cm down on the occasional cold
beers and hired a personal chef.
Hafner had his meals delivered to his home, and ended
up dropping 10 pounds — he's
PAUL CONNORS IVPPH'JlO
I isted at 240 — before com ing to
BACK ON TRACK: Travis Hafner has recovered from shoulder surgery and is expected to
camp looking trim.
"More ripped," he said with a be back in full swing for the Indians in 2009.
laugh.
So can the Indians count on great for Hafner to get back to them.
him for 30 steals?
his 30-homer, 100-RBI form, it's
"1 know what they do to your
"I don't want to set a limit or a not imperative for Cleveland to body down the road, all the
bar," he cracked. "But I'd say 30, contend this season.
health concerns," he said. "I
minimum."
"The last thing we want, and didn't want to deal with that,
While he may have lost his the last thing he should even and my dad probably would
power stroke last season, Hafner think about, is feeling the pres- have beaten the crap out of me
never misplaced his sense sure of the world. That's just if he had ever found out about
of humor. The North Dakota silly," Wedge said. "We don't it. There's also the moral issues,
nativeisasgood-naturedasthey need him to be great. We just right and wrong and respecting
come. And as dark as things got need him to have a nice, solid the game. I was always a pretty
for him last season, and there year for us. If everybody does big guy, so I didn't want to tie
were some difficult moments, their part, we don't need to rely myselfupaswell."
Hafner remained upbeat that on any one person.
The Indians are being extra
better days were ahead.
"We're adding him to the mix. cautious with Hafner. He's on
"You're going to face adversity He's not filling a void. He needs his own program and probthroughout your life," Hafner to understand that, too."
ably won't begin playing in
said. "You've got to stay the
Hafner also knows there have Cactus League games for sevsame person and remain posi- been whispers about him using t eral more weeks. It's a slow and
tive, lust because you're hurt steroids.
steady approach, but just getdoesn't mean you're not the
Because of his size, his injury, ting back into the outdoor batsame guy. You've still got to his sudden drop in produc- ting cage was a nice first step
keep a presence in the club- tion and the fact that he played for Hafner. who can't imagine
house and be a guy that's fun for the Texas Rangers in 2002 going through another season
to be around. You can't just sit — with Alex Rodriguez — some like 2008.
around and mope all the time suspect him of using perfor"You miss the competition,"
because nobody wants to hear mance enhancers before base- he said. "That's the big thing. I
it."
ball began testing.
felt like 1 rehabbed all summer.
Indians manager Eric Wedge
Hafner insists he never did You don't feel like a baseball
hopes Hafner can maintain that steroids, and that he was never player. It's definitely exciting to
carefree at titude. While it would tempted to experiment with get back at things here."
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Preferred
Properties Co.

Cirrnwood (HUP. Suiir I)
Bowline, Otren. OH

(WH-UM

Find A Place To Call Home

FOREST APARTMENT-Napoleon

www.prelerreclpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit

visit our website at www.johnnewlovereilesttte.com

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH ILocated Across From Taco I
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 • 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00

|- LlliritNirail ->

— MltllHtKNItl -| p

-|

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies

Houses

ZOminbed

IZminbed

»0FT

L^$25JL^$55JLSKJ
ill flllltS IXrlll Arlll I. 1001

Keep Your Spring Break Tm!

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30

530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378

STATE
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Ohioans turn to food
banks in time of need
By Stephen Majors
The Associated Piess

COLUMBUS, Ohio — When his
food stamp benefits ran out, a
former dishwasher turned to the
Broad Street Food Pantry as a
last resort.
Fitzgerald Hogan, 43, who
took home bread, canned spaghetti and milk during his visit
this month, is one of a growing number of Ohioans showing
up at the doors of food pantries
across the state.
"If you can't read or write there
are no jobs out there for you,"
said Hogan, who lost his job at
a restaurant about a year ago
when business slowed down.
Food banks and pantries are
the front lines of defense against
hunger, often working hand-inhand with food stamps. They're
competing with other necessities such as health care and
job-creation initiatives in a tight
state budget hammered by the
recession.
Gov. Ted Strickland maintained the current level of funding for food banks in his twoyear budget proposal, but foodbank advocates said it won't feed
the increase in demand for this
most basic of needs.
"We don't know where the sky
is," said Anne Goodman, executive director of Cleveland Food
Banks Inc., which handed out 39
percent more food last December
than it did in December 2007.
"We are continuing to see an
increased need."
The Ohio Association of
Second Harvest Foodbanks
asked for $34 million in the budget — representing one dollar

"We don't know
where the sky is, we
are continuing to see
an increased need."

worked so well for the Deweys for
four years could not handle the
demand from 37 Kroger stores,
11 bigg's and 25 bars/restaurants.
So the Deweys went looking for a
chief executive to lead an expansion
and found Bill Cunningham, formerly executive-in-residence with
CincyTech, a public-private group
that provides seed money for local
start-up technology businesses.

BG
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BO New-, wlli imi knowingly accept
iitlu-rtisi'iili'iin. thai I):M lutmi.lr or
encourage dlsctl mi nation agdlmt any
IndMdual nr group on the haili of racr.
*vx. color, creed, religion, nailun.il origin,
iriiuil orleniniion. <1IMIIHIII>. Mams .-is a
veteran, or on the basis of any other hvally
protected status
The B(i New* reserves the right to decline.
datEomtaw or levim- IITJl ailveriltement
such a* those fount! 10 be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
in nature All advertisements aie subject
to editing and approval.

Services Offered

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
34
37
38
41
42

ACROSS
Help Wanted
'BARTENDING up to S300'(lay No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
An art photographer & member of
"The Findlay Art League' is looking
for female models of color.,.
African American, Hispanic. Asian &
Caucasion, just to name a few, with
experience in modern or classical
dance or yoga, pilates, body
building or gymnastics, and people
who generally look physically fit for a
continuing photographic project.

sss
419-424-1448 after 7pm
Early learning classroom teachers
wanted, must be in 2nd yr. majoring
in ECE and able to do lesson plans
For more info, contact Perry Harris
at 419-241 -9360 or e-mail at
babydol (treasures ©yahoo. com

BELLYDANCE in BG! Unveil your inner beauty! Beginners classes begin
Feb 23! Mondays 8pm, Fridays 6pm.
Ladies Night Out Bellydance1
Call 419-217-6690 or email
laurakshakti@gmail.com

Spend a Summer
in MAINE
Opportunity to trawl
meat new friends and
teach your favonte activity

1 Dog from Kansas
5 Peruvian people
10 Actress Blanchett
14 Shop sign
15 Pestiferous insect
16 Like a dental exam
17 Grinding device
18 "Lou Grant" star
19 Jodie Foster film
20 Not readily apparent
23 Exist
24 Four qts.
25 Lustrous
28 End hunger
31 Short skirts
35 Nol of Cambodia
36 Trick into difficulty
39 Secret system
40 Feeling poorly
43 Cartoonist Drucker
44 Reddish-orange dyes
45 Big klutz

SamB's now accepting apps for
delivery drivers, must have own car
& proof of ins. Other positions avail
Apply in person at 163 S. Main, BG.
WANTED -Stable, growing company
looking for marketers. Must be
motivated, go-getters! We can work
around scheds. Call 419-409-0020
to set up an interview now1

For Rent
1 BR apt close to campus, avail now!
S395/mo ♦ electric, pet Iriendly
Call 419-708-9981

12 month leases starling May 2009.
837 3rd - 3 BR duplex, $900 . ulil.
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
S700/mo + utilities.
420 S. College - 3BR house
$750/mo + utilities.
234 N Enterprise - 2BR, $600 + util,
415 E Court A- 1BR triplex
$340/mo ♦ utilites,
322 E. Courl #6 -1BR. $460 incl. ulil.
Smith Apt Rentals
www bgapartments.com
419-352-8917

BHO£
•jjL

CONCESSION MANAGER
PROGRAMMERS FOR DAYS CAMPS.
NATURE CAMPS AND SPORTS CAMPS
FOR YOUTH FROM 3 ft 14 YEARS OLD

THIPP LAKE CAMP
I OR '
1 -800-997 4347
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Basement Apt. Near Campus
S350/mo, util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

3 BR apt, 443B N Enterprise- S550,
1 BRapt, 1112 Ridge-$350.
443 N. Enterpnse elticiency- $250
Call 419-308-2458
3 BR units, 1/yr lease, avail May 09.
4th & 5th St
2 BR apis, 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug '09.4th St. Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110.
426 E Woosler, Large 3 BR apt.
great location! Avail Fall 2009
$950/mo, util incl, call 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm,
avail. Fall 2009. $475/mo, ulils incl
Call 419-352-5882

tbfar
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535 month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
. www.bowllnggreen-apts.com
.

AQUATIC COMPLEX ASST MNGR
SWIM PROGRAM DIRECTOR
LIFEGUARDS & POOL ATTENDANTS
SWIM INSTRUCTORS
WSI INSTRUCTORS
SPORTS PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
CAMP PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
ADULT SOFTBALL SCOREKEEPER
CHEERLEADING INSTRUCTOR

Work flexible schedule including evenings & weekends through August
(no vacations or long weekends off). Interviews a hiring will begin In April.
Applications will be accepted through June 5, 2009
Applications available online at
www.r
www.bgohio.org/departments/personnel- '
department/employment-opportunities
& City of BG Personnel Department
F.OE
•en St Qowlina Green. Ohio
M F 8 oo.iin 4 30pm

1

i
H

3 BR apt lor rent, recently updated,
small pels ok. 619 High Si. BG
HURRY! Special - S625/mo
Call 419-308-3525.

THESE ARE PART-TIME. TEMPORARY POSITIONS WITHOUT FRINGE BENEFITS

www.homecltylce.com

1

i
a

'I

Avail now. newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR. each w/priv bath & entrance
Close to campus. S1075/mo + elec
Call 419-708-9981

APPLY ONLINE

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

1

3

2BR house 5 miles from BGSU,
S550/mo/deposit w/ country setting.
newer root, windows, siding & porch.
CalU19-343-9974.

summer staff in the following classifications

CONCESSION ATTENDANTS

H

V 'J
S V

11s

Avail August 2009, 3 BR houses.
218 Dill, A/C. W/D, D/W -S1000/mo
220 Dill, W/D hookup. A/C and
dishwasher- $725/mo.
606 51h St W/D, A/C • $900/mo
219 N. Enterprise - $1400/mo.
112 Clay St - $750/mo
227 E Reed. W/D, A/C. D/W -S900
Call 419-308-2458

$7.30 to $11.00

SAFETY TOWN ASSISTANTS

V

1

i

->M3

601 Third St.
704 Filth St.
710 Seventh St.
Now leasing lor May & August.
Call 419-352-3445

PER
HOUR
Pay will be based on position hired to fill

SAFETY TOWN DIRECTOR

B
i

9

"09-10 SY tew remaining houses
Large-315 8 321 E Merry.
lew 1st semester leases 09-10.
1-2 bedroom apts
cartyrentals.com, 419-353-0325.

PART-TIME SEASONAL POSITIONS

TRACK INSTRUCTOR

■.*

For Rent

City of Bowling Green

SPECIAL PROGRAMMER IEVENTS)

* '.' 1 ■1
M V
. 1 A

For Rent

*********

YOUTH SOFTBALL UMPIRE

ANSWERS

For Rent

*liMRHIlt

Restrictions Applv"

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

or call 419.3S2.3568

# l Bdrms./Studios #

P 419-352-7691

54

Extinct bird
Go-betweens
River romper
Demonstrate subservience
Very dry, as champagne
Continental money
Images in rev.
In this spot
Projecting rock
Peak in Thessaly
Ring around a castle
Father
Bridge team

519 win waassar Bawling Brccin

f 709 5th Street
#riVYW00DAPTS.f
APARTMENTS

»fc Near BGSU, private 2
T patio/entrance, extra J
W storage, pets welcome W
# short-term leases avail. 4fr
* No Security Deposit •

King of Troy
Deposit
Two-masted sailboats
Gunk
Small barrel
Lower than low
Regretful one
Short and sweet
Wyle or Webster
Craving
Wipe out
Adhesive strip
Hurl
Kingly
Collar stiffener

47
50
52
53

llTERnET
$£RVICE(
• !■■■■ •■■IN*
'
"'www. il ac or. net

HELP WANTED
CHURCH ORGANIST NEEDED
For information call 419-342-2449.
Local Perrysburg Ins. Agency seeks
experienced Sales Professional,
PC licensed a plus
Double commissions pd. in 1st year
Apply at: pinjobs@hotmail.com

46
48
49
51
53
54
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Raging
Snack
Punishment stick
Suit toppers
Doubtful gesture
Open clash
Expanse
Drying powder
Cosmo rival
More ironic
St. Louis pro
Losing streak
Esteem
Arboreal lemur
A Barrymore
Game setting
Brownish orange
Not by any means
Best possible
Feudal peons
Highest degree
Round legume
Bric-a-brac stands
Thus far

HIGH SPEED DSL
$5 9 95/MONT^

Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

-jK.

June-August

1-800-899-8070

4 Borrowed

FREE PANCAKE SUPPER
St. John's Episcopal Church,
Corner of E Wooster S Mercer Rd
Tuesday, February 24. 6.30-8:30pm
Come and bring your fnends!
Apples To Apples game after supper

1

l/MxV/ I 1

1 Sepulcher
2 Andy Taylor's boy
3 Legendary archer

YOGA STUDIO in BG! Release your
stress! Yoga lor all bodies/levels.
Certified teachers. Kundalini Yoga
with chanting & meditation on Tues,
Thurs S Sal or Hatha Flow style on
Fridays and Sundays.
Visit www laurashakli.com
or call 419-217-6690 tor more into.

at, iryou movie in before ^
3/31/09.*
2

Art • Archery • Basketball
Canoeing • Coppei Enameling
Dance • English Riding • Field Hockey
Gymnastics • Kayaking • Lacrosse
Newsletter • Office • Photography
Pottery • Rocks • Ropes • Sailing
Silver Jewelry • Soccer • Softball
Swimming • Tennis
Theater Costumer • Waterski

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

brouaht to vou bv

Tarot card reader, tells past, present
& future Solves all problems.
Free question, Hall oft specials!
Call 567-278-1508 lor an appl
Located in downtown BG.

Personals

per person per month served.
Strickland put SI7 million for
food banks in his budget plan,
same as in the two-year budget
that ends June 30.
"The governor worked very
hard to protect food banks in
this very austere budget," said
Strickland
spokeswoman
Amanda Wurst.
His budget calls for 33 state
agencies to see cuts in funding from current levels, with
six agencies — including the
Department of Public Safety —
no longer getting any general tax
dollars. He proposes an 11 percent cut for the Ohio Historical
Society and 8 percent decrease
for the Ohio Inspector General,
for example.
Strickland, a former minister
and prison psychologist, has
used his influence to encourage
average Ohioans to help out in
the economic downturn.
"I am calling upon Ohioans
during this particular season
of the year to look out for each
other, try to be a good neighbor, a good friend, and to try to
share whatever resources they
have with those who are most in
need," he said in December.
The governor's proposed budget would support a food stamps
caseload of 1.1 million individuals over the next two years.

spite of poor economy

$8 - $14+ an hour!

The Daily Crossword Fix DACOR

Services Offered

Anne Goodman | Food Bank Director

Demand for beer high in
CINCINNATI (AP) — Spending
may be down during an economic
slump but people are still slielling
out cash for a cold bottle of craft
beer.
Demand outstripped production pace at Mount Carmd Brewing
Company in Cincinnati, which sold
1,000 barrels last year and expects to
sell about 3,000 barrels in 2010. The
company sells beer in bulk to retailers at wholesale prices.
The company, founded in 2004,
had given up selling craft beer in
large growlers, which were jugs of
beer bought for parties. They decided to sell six-packs of 12-ounce bottles for $8.99.
"V\fe sent out the first six-packs on
January 5 this year," said Kathleen
Dewey, who co-owns the company
with her husband, Mike
A week later, when it was time to
restock, the brewery owners got a
big surprise: "There was no beer left
on the shelves. We went 'Oh my!'"
large brewers such as SABMiller
PLC London-based brewerofMiller
Genuine Draft, and MillerCoors,
with its flagship Miller Lite, saw
sales decline in the third quarter of
2008. The US. beer market typically
grows about 1 percent a year, over
a ten-year average. In the past few
years it had been growing ahead
of that.
Sales rose about half a percentage
point in 2008.
Craft beer sales have been more
insulated from the recession, however. The Brewer's Association, a
beer trade group based in Boulder,
Cola, estimates that craft beer sales
in 2008 grew by four to six percent
compared to 2007, and by 10 percent in dollars spent compared to
2007.
"Intuitively, you'd think people
would trade down from premium
to discount beers but that's not happening," said Paul Gatza. director of
the Brewer's Associatioa
The hand-bottling process that
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Houses lor rent. 4-5 bdrms. 2 baths
between campus & downtown.
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500
Nice 3 BR house, avail. 8/09.
$1150/mo, 318 N Summit,
close to campus, call 440-339-4428

BG Apts -818/822 2nd St
2BR, C'A, D/W,
$50O-$510/mo • gas & electric.
Smith Apl Renlals
www bgapartments.com

419-352-8917
HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES
May Lease
2 Orchard Circle.
1/2 blck from campus, near windmill.
4 BR, 2 bath. $1100/mo. good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S. College, 3 BR. 1 bath,
S975/mo, good condition.
I29B S College. 1/2 block from
campus, I BR, 1 bath. $375/mo
Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www Iroboserentals com

m

Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished We provide all
ulil. cable TV & high speed internet
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg com
Subleasers up to 5 people.
214 S Enterprise. S290/mo
May - Aug. call 419-236-4642
Summit Hill414/418S Summit St.
2*BR. A/C, garage. W/D. remodeled,
spacious, pet Iriendly, new low price1
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands.
Call 419-354-6036.

NEW CUSTOMER SPICIALS
THE
TANNING: 1 Week Free
CENTER
2 VISITS FW $500
■ONE TIME PURCHASE ■

&rviM &C, W 1980

32 Rooms fluailabte!!

Use your package at any of our locations
•» THE HEAT
904 E Woosler
419-352-3588

5 beds, 1 booth
closest to campus

■» S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available
k» THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appl. needed
TanningCenterBG.com
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There's Still
Time To Tan For
Spring Break!

LOTIONS
up to 40% OFF
Hi pay your sates Mil

Parks
Recreation
Pan-Time Seasonal Park Laborer-Maintenance
Bowline Green Parks & Recreation
Pay Range $7.30 - $11.00 per hour
T/w City ol Bowling Breen's Parks S Recreation Bepartment\% seeking
qualified, dependable individuals for its part-time seasonal maintenance
staff. These are part-time, temporary positions without fringe benefits.
Individuals must be at least 18 yeais old and have a valid drivers license
Previous experience with building custodial maintenance, small tractors,
grounds maintenance, aquatic facility maintenance, and/or softball field
maintenance beneficial. Must be able to work flexible schedule up to 40
hours per week for the full term of the seasonal employment including evening and weekend hours.
Individuals must complete an application packet that is available in the
Personnel Department ol the City ol Bowling Green. 304 N Church SI Bowling Green, OH 43402-2399 Office hours are Mon-Fti 8:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Applications are also available online at
httpi/Mww bgohio.org/depar1ments/personnel-depar1ment/employment.opportunities.
Telephone:(4191354-6229:
web: www bgohio.org: email: BGPersonnel®bgohio org.
Interviews and hiring will begin in March
however applications will be accepted through August. 2009.
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1:05PM: Chefs ready their
ladles for chili tasters
during the Chili Cook-off
at City Park. There were 19
entries for the event.

ENOCH WU i THE BG NEWS

1:32PM: Ice sculptor Chad
Hartson shaves ice off a
block to form a
squirrel. Sculptors from
Ice Creations, a Napoleon
based company,
participated in the
WinterFest '09, a city wide
series of events
spanning this past weekend.
ENOCH WU
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2:17PM: Scott Hamilton
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talks about entrepreneurship
and the College of Business
during a press conference at
the Student Union.

5:47PM: Lizzie Keller and
Brendan Carroll walk out of
the ice rink to celebrate with
friends and supporters after
being beheaded at the late
home game against
Michigan State.
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